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ABSTRACT 

 

Despite many technology advances, the limited computing power of sensor 

encumbers them from taking part in service-oriented Architectures. In recent years, the 

sensor-networking subject has been extensively studied, with the focus on efficient usage 

of energy in sensors and efficient usage of sensor node processing power. However, 

providing sensor nodes with the relevant computing power and sensor composition is 

seldom addressed. With the availability of the meta-computing environment (SORCER), 

sensors can participate in service-oriented computing, by exporting sensor probe data 

with relevant processing as a service. 

The framework introduced in this thesis allows building highly scalable and 

dynamic sensor networks, providing sensors with corresponding computing environment. 

We describe a novel approach using Jini network technology to integrate several different 

sensors and sensor networks into one virtual service-oriented sensor network. The 

framework makes use of a dynamic provisioning mechanism provided by the Rio 

framework, which autonomically allocates resources to the sensor service. Furthermore, 

the dynamically typed language, Groovy, provides the runtime computing mechanism 

involving variables of sensor services. This framework is generic and extensible and 

allows incorporating different standard and non-standard sensor technologies. It also 

helps expedite the development process for service-to-service (S2S) applications 

involving sensor data. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Recent advances in integrated circuit technology led to the construction of very 

capable and yet inexpensive sensors, radios and processors. This leads us to the future, 

where mass production of sophisticated systems, linking the physical world to the digital 

world is possible. On one side, electronic components are becoming smaller and smaller–

miniaturization and on the other side, there are rapid advances in communication 

technology. When combined together, we can expect powerful spontaneously networked 

and mobile systems in the future. No doubt, the next wave of computing devices is 

sensors and controllers [6]. 

Our research deals with the software solution to the current sensor network 

formation problems. In recent years, the subject of sensor networks has been increasingly 

studied and researched especially in the electrical engineering and computer science 

areas, with the focus on efficient usage of energy in sensors and efficient usage of sensor 

node processing power. However, providing sensor nodes with the highest computing 

power issue is largely unaddressed. There are few frameworks proposed, that we will 

review in the chapter II, but those are not sufficient, considering the current needs of 

sensor distributed networking. 

With the availability of a service-oriented meta-computing environment like 

Service-Oriented Computing Environment (SORCER), sensors can participate in service-

oriented computing by exporting data aggregation module as a service in the SORCER 

and providing sensor management through a user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI). 
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We can further extend this approach by exporting a multi-sensor handling module as a 

service in the SORCER environment and handling the network of sensors.  

The sensor networking term is generally used in wireless sensor networks, where 

sensors pass data to the nearby sensor until it reaches the final sensor node from where it 

can be communicated to some computing device. In this thesis, we are introducing a 

software solution to solve the problems associated with sensor data usage. The problem 

domain of this thesis is completely different from wireless sensor networks domain. 

 

1.1 Problem Statement 

The current data-aggregation model for sensors has many limitations and 

problems. An insight into these problems and limitations will give us better 

understanding of the sensor network systems. 

1. Large header overhead of existing communication protocols for relatively small 

sensor data: 

Sensor networks, consisting of many low power, low capability devices that integrate 

sensing, computation, and wireless communication, pose a number of novel systems 

problems. They raise new challenges for efficient communication protocols [21, 22]. 

The data generated from a single sensor at any instance is very small. To transfer this 

small amount of data over the network, the header overhead of the current protocol is 

very high. This makes it very difficult for many real time applications to make use of 

sensor data efficiently in their applications. 
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2. Static topology of sensor locations and data collection points: 

The static topology of sensor locations and data collection points limits rapid sensor 

data collection and maintenance; e.g., in agricultural areas, where the sensors are 

located at different locations on the farms for various measurements, the farmer has to 

collect the data from the sensors, directly visiting those places. She/he has to connect 

to the sensor externally and measure the readings. In adverse weather conditions, 

there is no solid tool available for him/her, which can give the status information of 

the sensor in place. 

3. Non-standard sensor technology: 

The sensor technology is lacking a concrete standard. There have been attempts to 

specify standards for sensor technology, but the use of such standards is very limited 

from venders. One example of standard is IEEE 1451[33], this standard gives 

comprehensive specification for many different sensor technologies. However, the 

adaptation of this standard has been very limited. Thus, the best approach to sensor 

networking should be exclusive of sensor technology and general enough to switch 

between the technologies transparently. 

4. No efficient method of handling a growing number of sensors and the sensor data 

flow reversal problem: 

As the sensor usage grows in the future, the amount of data that these sensors 

generate would be enormous. Currently, there is no solid framework available for 

handling such large amounts of data. The traditional client-server computing clients 

carry an enormous amount of data towards the servers. The internet-computing 
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model, which flow the data inside the network from the edges, allows single points of 

failure to creep up. 

5. Lack of easy sensor data availability to meta-computing applications: 

Sensors, because of their limited computing ability, cannot take part in meta-

computing environments. As we are transforming from static web towards the 

dynamic web (SOA), the sensors are required to take part in dynamic meta-

computing. Currently, no mechanism is available by which meta-computing 

applications can get sensor data easily. 

6. No uniform data-aggregation interface availability  

Many applications need to collect information from several heterogeneous sensors 

and sensor networks, which are physically deployed at different places to provide 

comprehensive services. To reduce the complexity of querying from heterogeneous 

sensor networks, a uniform data aggregation interface should be provided for user 

applications. Currently, there is no such interface provided by any of the available 

sensor-networking framework. 

Analyzing all these needs and issues, we can conclude that, 

A framework for sensor-federated networking is needed to allow sensors to take part in 

the meta-computing environments, to cope with data flow reversal issues along with high 

sensor data processing and distribution capacity. Furthermore, it should be extensible 

and general enough to accommodate different standard and non-standard technologies, 

yet contain enough concrete elements that developers can use to their benefits. 
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1.2 Solution Approach 

 The approach we are taking in this framework has three steps Measure, Compute, 

and Communicate (MC2). The probe would measure the sensor data, SORCER 

environment provides high data processing for computation and Service-to-Service (S2S) 

Federated Method Invocation (FMI) [5] provides the communication mechanism. 

Measure 

The probe reads the value from the sensor device. The sensor probe can use sensor-

specific technology for sensor connectivity and communication. 

Compute 

Using SORCER's exertion oriented programming; user can provide the computation 

mechanism for the collected data from the service. The services federate to carry out 

certain task, which allows sensor services to take advantage of computing results 

efficiently. In addition, the dynamically typed language Groovy [34] makes it easy to 

provide custom compute-expression (expression to be computed) including sensor service 

variables at run time. 

Communication 

The federated method invocation call described in section 2.7, carries the communication 

with sensor service. The service requestor calls on the sensor service method directly. 

The FMI [1] provided by SORCER, would take care of the call by sending the exertions 

to the service and getting back the result. The service-to-service communication allows 

different services to federate and assist in the execution of the exertion [2] provided by 

the requestor. If for some reason, the service is unable to complete the requested 
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operation, it can pass the request on to the similar matching service provider. The helper 

infrastructure services will assist service providers in achieving S2S communication. 

 

1.3 Thesis Organization 

Remaining thesis is organized as: 

• CHAPTER 2, Background information and Literature review 

First, the chapter reviews two similarly principled frameworks, their advantages and 

deficiencies.  It then introduces the basic terminologies and technology details like 

Service-oriented Architectures, Remote method invocation (RPC), and SORCER. 

• CHAPTER 3, Requirement Elicitation 

This chapter reviews the requirements for the framework. It formally represents them 

using the unified/universal modeling language (UML) notion of use cases [29]. The 

content table for each use case describes the details. This chapter is the basic building 

block for the framework design and implementation. 

• CHAPTER 4, Design & Analysis 

This is the core chapter of the thesis. First, it specifies the architectural model using 

UML notion of components [29]. This model details the structure and communication 

interfaces. Second, it presents the details of data processing using UML’s notion 

interaction diagrams. The design and analysis of the components help while 

specifying conceptual model of the framework. Finally, the chapter presents the 

computerized model with object-oriented approach using the UML notion of class 

diagram. 
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• CHAPTER 5, Implementation 

This chapter presents the implementation details for the framework object model. It 

presents technology infrastructure needed and sensor node details used. In addition, it 

also presents the runtime configuration and environment with framework deployment. 

Finally, the chapter presents the sensor specific implementation related to the 

experiment with SUN SPOT. 

• CHAPTER 6, Validation 

The validation of the conceptual model is the core phase to carry out, before the 

general-purpose use of the model in the specified domain. The correctness of the 

working of the framework is presented with the different test cases and experimental 

results. 

• CHAPTER 7, Conclusion 

This chapter concludes with the research findings and the benefits offered. It also 

discusses the possible future extensions of the framework. 

• APPENDIX  

Appendix A gives the SenSORCER interface specification and Appendix B gives 

API specification. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

This chapter introduces technologies and background information to understand 

and build the concepts for the framework. Section 2.1 discusses two similar principled 

frameworks and their comparison with the framework presented in this thesis. Section 2.2 

enunciates few important sensor network related terms and definitions. In Section 2.3, we 

will explain service orientation, service-oriented technology. Section 2.4 introduces Jini, 

a distributed system technology. Section 2.5 describes distributed system project, Rio, 

based on Jini technology, to allow run time deployment of services on computing 

resources. Section 2.6 briefly introduces Groovy, dynamically typed scripting language. 

Section 2.7 introduces SORCER, the federated meta-computing environment. 

 

2.1 Existing Frameworks for Sensor Networking 

In this section, we will review two similar frameworks. The first is based on the 

Jini technology and the other is based on the surrogate architecture. It is extremely 

important to investigate these frameworks in detail and compare them with SenSORCER. 

These framework studies also benefited SenSORCER as they marked the starting point in 

designing phase. 
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2.1.1 A Framework for Distributed Sensor Network Based on Jini Technology 

 This framework is utilized for the developing a distributed sensor network, which 

has been designed to fulfill the requirements of the European Union Project on Advanced 

Distributed Architecture for Tele-monitoring Services (ADA) [9]. Figure 2.1.1.1 shows 

the block diagram of the proposed architecture. There are three main component types: 

1. Terminal Communication Interface (TCI):  A bridge between sensors and Jini 

network. 

2. Sensor Service Provider (SSP): It does processing on the data gathered from TCIs. It 

can gather multiple TCI measurements, check for consistency, etc. 

3. Application Service Provider (ASP): Offers security and access policies. It is the only 

access point for the user to reach the sensor data. 

 

Figure 2.1.1.1 Distributed sensor network 

 

The working of the framework is described in following six steps below: 

1. TCI finds the look up service provider (LSP) of the TCI federation, registers to the 

LSP and sends to the LSP proxy T1, which is needed to access the TCI services. 
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2. Similarly, the SSP registers to the LSP, and sends proxy S1 to the LSP. 

3. ASP searches for the LSP of the ASP federation, finds it and registers itself to the 

LSP sending proxy A1 to the LSP. 

4. At this time, two LSPs have enough information to allow the system to start 

delivering data. In addition, different services or clients can realize that other services 

or clients exist. 

5. The SSP asks LSP1 for the list of TCIs, gets the proxies. It starts from the raw data 

that it receives from TCIs via the T1 proxies, computes structured data from them. 

The SSP can then provide this data to ASPs. 

6. The ASP asks LSP1 for the list of SSPs gets the proxies. It starts from the structured 

data that it receives from SSPs via the S1 proxies and computes highly structured data 

from them. The ASP can provide this data to clients. 

 The above architecture does make use of Jini, providing the service-oriented 

architecture power to the sensors, but this framework can only be used as a data 

collection method for the sensors. TCI registers with the look up service and takes part in 

the data communication process. It is the only component communicating with sensors. 

TCI is heavily dependent upon the sensor technology used. The fact that, TCI is 

encumbered with lot many responsibilities, make its use difficult in real-time 

applications, where fast sensor value reporting is necessary. It also does not add power to 

the computation part of the sensors. On the other hand, our framework makes use of 

SORCER environment for data processing, whose FMI is used in the access mechanisms 
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of sensor data. This allows the context to be passed on to the sensor service along with 

what computation to be done with the collected data. 

 The ASP in the framework is analogous to composite service provider (CSP) in 

SenSORCER, but CSP has more power than ASP as it is only used for data processing 

part. The CSP on top of that allows clients to decide on which sensor services to use, and 

what computations to perform on the data. The use of Rio framework makes dynamic 

network formation facility available in SenSORCER, a much-needed feature for sensor 

network, which this framework does not provide. 

 

2.1.2 Service-Oriented Software Architecture for Sensor Networks 

 Researchers from University of Rostock, Germany proposed this framework. It is 

a component-based framework, where they provide the functionality of single sensors, 

sensor nodes, and the whole sensor network [9]. Based on these components, applications 

are classified as: 

1. Sensor Application: Contains the readout of a sensor, and the local storage of 

data. It has full access to the hardware and can access the operating system 

directly.      

2. Node Application: Contains all application specific tasks and functions of the 

middleware to build up and maintain the network (e.g. routing, discovering 

services). 
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3. Sensor Network Application: It is an interface to the administrator to evaluate the 

network results. It does not assign any tasks or services to individual nodes. It 

describes main tasks and required services of the entire network. 

  The researchers used surrogate host architecture by Sun Microsystems. The client 

can access non-standardized services in a sensor network by inquiring a proxy server. 

The surrogate host translates the standardized protocol to the proprietary protocol and 

vice versa [9]. The figure 2.1.2.1 shows the simple architecture. 

 

Figure 2.1.2.1 Surrogate architecture in sensor networks. 

 

 In this example, the client wants to know about surface conditions in the area of 

interest. First, the client requests the surrogate proxy for this service, via standardized 

protocols. It gets the proxy. Surrogate proxy communicates with the distributed nodes 

using a proprietary protocol. Nodes located in the target area determine the surface 

profile using cooperative algorithms and send it to the proxy. The proxy translates the 

information into standardized protocols and sends it back to the client. 
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The sensor node software has three parts. First, OS layer, which is separated into Node-

specific Operating System and a driver layer that contains at least one Sensor Driver and 

several Hardware Drivers. Second, Node-specific Operating System handles device 

specific tasks.  Finally, Host Middleware organizes the cooperation of distributed nodes 

in the network.  Figure 2.1.2.2 shows the expansion of the proposed architecture to a 

whole sensor network. The services of the middleware layers can only contact the nodes. 

The Distributed Middleware coordinates the cooperation of services within the network. 

It is logically in the network layer but physically exists in the nodes. All layers together 

with their configuration compose the sensor network application.  

 

Figure 2.1.2.2 Structure of sensor network 

 

The Administration Terminal is an external entity to configure the network and 

evaluate results. The use of surrogate architecture [19], in the above framework is well 

justified. However, sensor has a very small amount of computing power, so making 

sensor a direct part of network is not a good idea. By using the surrogate architecture, the 

sensors can be used in network applications, but the effective use of such sensor node is 

questionable. On the other hand, SenSORCER is independent of the communication 
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protocol and driver specific code of the system. It simply wraps the code into sensor 

probe. The sensor service that is ESP, explained in chapter 3, makes use of sensor probe 

but is independent of sensor technology used. This way, all the legacy sensors and their 

protocols can be part of sensor network easily, without modifying a single line of code.  

 

2.2 Sensor & Related Terms 

In this section, we will present few sensor related definitions and terminologies, 

which we will be using throughout the thesis. 

Sensor 

A sensor is a device that measures a physical quantity and converts it into an electric 

signal. The observer or an instrument then can read this converted signal [25]. 

Transducer 

A device, usually electrical, electronic, or electro-mechanical, that converts one type of 

energy to another for various purposes including measurement or information transfer. In 

a broader sense, a transducer is any device that converts a signal from one form to 

another. 

Smart Sensor 

A smart sensor is simply one that handles its own acquisition and conversion of data into 

a calibrated result in the units of the physical attribute being measured. 
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Sensor Node 

A sensor node, also known as a mote, is a node in a wireless sensor network that is 

capable of performing some processing, gathering sensory information and 

communicating with other connected nodes in the network [35]. 

Sensor Network or Wireless Sensor Network 

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a wireless network consisting of spatially distributed 

autonomous devices using sensors to cooperatively monitor  physical or environmental 

conditions, such as temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion, or pollutants at 

different locations [36, 37]. 

Sensor Service 

This service provides value reading ability by communicating with single sensor directly. 

Sensor Subnet 

The sensor subnet is the logical grouping of many sensor services. 

Sensor Federated Network 

The large amount of sensor services connected to each other by a central service, where 

each service takes care of one or more individual sensors or sensor subnets and the 

central service being, the moderator and a computing node. In this thesis we will use 

sensor network term for sensor federated network. 

Sensor Network Management 

The facility provided by the specialized service, to add and remove sensor nodes and 

create dynamic grouping. 
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2.3 Service Orientation 

Service-oriented architectures satisfy most of the features that are required for 

sensor-distributed system. It is extremely important to investigate the service orientation 

and its working in order to understand SenSORCER working. 

 

2.3.1 Eight Fallacies of Distributed Computing 

To understand the service-oriented paradigm, first we need to investigate 

problems associated with the distributed computing. Peter Deutsch defined eight fallacies 

of networking computing enlisted below. The Fallacies of Distributed Computing are a 

set of common but flawed assumptions made by programmers when first developing 

distributed applications [5].  

1. The network is reliable. 

2. Latency is zero. 

3. Bandwidth is infinite. 

4. The network is secure. 

5. Topology does not change. 

6. There is one administrator. 

7. Transport cost is zero. 

8. The network is homogeneous. 

In service-oriented paradigm, these assumptions are made false. Then through 

careful analysis and investigation, the solution to meet the new assumptions is reached. 
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2.3.2 Generations of RPC 

Two different levels categorize the network communication, first being the lowest 

socket communication, where the client and server talk with each other through the 

socket interfaces. This way of communication is very elementary and requires that the 

programmers handle the details of protocol and error checking. In the second level, the 

remote communication is available as a procedural call to the caller. The remote server 

executes this procedure and the caller gets the result back from server; this is remote 

procedure call (RPC) [38]. The RPCs have gone through different generations; we can 

categorize them in overall six generations: 

1. The first generation can be Sun RPC and DCE RPC, which was language, 

architecture, and OS independent. It defined a protocol for remote method execution 

and introduced concepts like marshaling and un-marshaling of procedure parameters. 

2. The second generation, CORBA [7] and Microsoft DCOM-ORPC, which added 

distributed object support. These were modifications and extensions for current RPC 

specification with availability of object-oriented programming paradigm. 

3. Third generation was the extensions of second and supported the semantics of object 

invocation in different address spaces. The Java RMI is the main example of this 

generation. Furthermore, the RMI introduced behavioral transfer, where the code 

transfer to the other machine for execution was possible. 

4. The fourth generation, which is next generation of Java RMI, Jini Extensible Remote 

Invocation (JERI), added dynamic proxies, smart proxies, network security, and 

dependency injection defining exporters, ends, and robust security model. 
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5. The fifth generation was the introduction to the service protocol oriented architecture. 

The examples include Web Services [8] and the XML movement including Microsoft 

WCF/.NET. The central theme in this generation was to send an XML file over the 

internet protocol like, http, mentioning which services to use. It allowed for using 

current application servers as web-service installation points. 

6. The sixth and current generation named, Federated Method Invocation (FMI), 

introduced in SORCER [2]. It allows for concurrent invocations on multiple 

federating hosts (virtual meta-computer) in the SORCER [2]. The main idea involved 

is that instead of communicating to the central server, the host executes the FMI call 

or the call can span over multiple hosts. The different services federate at run time to 

fulfill a certain request. We will look into the FMI in detail while explaining other 

features of SORCER. 

 

2.3.3 Service-Oriented Architecture 

 Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) has many definitions and each one leaves a 

room for its own interpretation. For understanding purpose, we will consider the 

following definition: 

“A paradigm for organizing and utilizing distributed capabilities that may be under the 

control of different ownership domains. It provides a uniform means to offer, discover, 

interact with, and use capabilities to produce desired effects consistent with measurable 

preconditions and expectations “[3]. 
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Figure 2.3.3.1 describes the general idea behind the SOA. As shown in figure, the 

service provider publishes its services with the service registry, with its signature. The 

service requestor discovers the service registry and queries for the available service. 

Upon success, the registry sends back service signature to the requestor. The requestor 

then can bind to the appropriate service and can ask for the needed service functionality 

to satisfy its requirement. The requester and providers can make use of discovery-join 

protocols to find registry and publish services. 

We can categorize SOA into two different types.  First, service object-oriented 

architectures (SOOA), where providers, requestors, and proxies are network objects. 

Second, service protocol oriented architectures (SPOA), where the provider and the 

requestor know the communication protocol beforehand. Also in SPOA, based on this 

fixed protocol and a service description obtained, the requestor can bind to the service 

provider by creating a proxy; the proxy is used to communicate remotely over the fixed 

protocol [1]. 

 

Figure 2.3.3.1 Service-oriented architecture 
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Figure 2.3.3.2 shows the general idea behind SOOA. The service provider creates 

a proxy object of the service interface and registers it with the service registry. It then 

stores the proxy object on to the code server. The service requestor queries service 

registry to get the proxy object; upon look up, registry returns the proxy object to 

requester through the code server, the requestor downloads the proxy object and uses it to 

carry out the desired operation with the service provider. To be specific with 

technologies, CORBA [7] and Web Services [8] are SPOA and Jini [4] is a SOOA. 

 

Figure 2.3.3.2 Service object-oriented architecture. 
 

2.4 Jini Network Technology 

Jini is a service-oriented architecture that defines a programming model, which 

both exploits and extends Java technology, to enable the construction of secure 

distributed system consisting of federations of well-behaved network services and clients. 

Jini can be used to build adaptive network systems that are scalable, evolvable, and 
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flexible as typically required in dynamic computing environments [4]. Jini helps 

developer to deal with “The Eight Fallacies of the Distributed Computing” [5]. 

The Jini distributed system building approach makes it coordination-based 

system. In these systems, the computation and coordination part is carried out 

independently. The focus in the coordination-based systems is on how the processes 

coordinate with each other. Table 2.4.1 shows the taxonomy of coordination models for 

mobile agents applied to distributed systems [23, 26]. 

Table 2.4.1 Taxonomy of coordination models 

Temporal 
   

 

Referential 

 

 

From table 2.4.1, we can identify following coordination types between independent 

processes: 

Direct Coordination 

In this type of coordination, the processes are coupled temporally and referentially. 

Mailbox coordination 

In this type of coordination, processes are temporally uncoupled but referentially coupled. 

Meeting-oriented coordination 

Here, processes are referentially uncoupled but temporally coupled. Meeting based 

coordination systems are often implemented using object based distributed systems, e.g. 

 Coupled Uncoupled 

Coupled Direct Mailbox 

Uncoupled Meeting Oriented Generative 
communication 
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CORBA. The other way of implementing these systems is through subject-based 

messaging, also known as publish/subscribe systems. 

Generative coordination 

These systems are temporally and referentially uncoupled; they make use of some shared 

data-spaces, which support associative search mechanism for tuples. The Jini based 

distributed systems fall into this category. Jini provides temporal and referential 

uncoupling through system called as JavaSpaces [26]. 

We will next explain Jini technology considering traditional distributed system aspects: 

Architecture 

Jini architecture is a three-layer system. The first layer is the Jini infrastructure, 

which provides infrastructure services like look up service, Java RMI facility, and others. 

The second layer deals with some additional facilities, which extend the core capabilities. 

These include lease for resources service, event and notification for subsystem, etc. The 

third and the final layer are Jini user-defined services; Jini specification does not say 

much about it. Currently, JavaSpaces server and transaction manager are amongst the 

default services available in this layer. 

Communication 

The communication in the Jini based system is primarily through Java RMI. The 

event and notification subsystem mentioned above, makes use of RMI [27].  

Note on JavaSpaces 

The JavaSpaces can be viewed as a distributed shared memory or a network place 

to store java objects. The implementation of java spaces has to deal with two major 
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issues. First, simulate associative addressing without extensive searching. Second, 

distribute tuples (objects templates) among machines and later locate them. 

Naming 

Jini look-up service provides the naming mechanism, where services can search 

the look-up service and get the desired object reference. The look-up service returns 

objects called service items. The service item object consists of service identifier, a 

remote object reference called proxy object, and some other attributes. The look-up 

service matches the attributes to the incoming request. The client that seeks the service 

facilities generally sends multicast requests and gets the service information from the 

look-up service. 

Our framework makes use of SORCER, explained in the section 2.7, which is a 

distributed system environment based on Jini technology.  To brief in Jini terms, 

SenSORCER has sensor services that qualify as Jini services. Through SORCER these 

sensor-services registers themselves with look-up service. The main SenSORCER service 

called SenSORCER façade acts as the coordinating point between these sensor services 

and the client of the system. Though SenSORCER offers many more facilities than 

traditional Jini network with the help of SORCER, it effectively remains a Jini-based 

distributed system framework. 
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2.5 Rio Framework 

 Rio is a dynamic service delivery architecture based on the capability to provision 

services through the network using qualitative and quantitative Quality of Service (QoS) 

attributes. Rio addresses essential issues for the development of a dynamic self-healing 

services environment. The Rio architecture extends Jini into the area of QoS, dynamic 

deployment, fault detection, and recovery. Rio also provides a telemetry mechanism to 

monitor, gauge and observe stimulus through the network-wide distributed system [6]. 

Figure 2.5.1 shows the different layers of Rio framework.  

 

Figure 2.5.1 Rio framework. 

 

Using the dynamic provisioning model with the dynamic container technology, 

Rio provides a mechanism to dynamically discover available compute resources to meet 

service level objectives, and to dynamically instantiate, manage and monitor service 

components based on an architectural meta-model. This meta-model describes the 

context on service requirements, dependencies, associations, and operational parameters. 

The dynamic container runs on the grid computing environments as a lightweight 

dynamic agent called a Cybernode, which turns heterogeneous compute resources into 
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services available environment over the network based on the quantitative and qualitative 

requirements. The mobile Jini Service Beans (JSBs), which are Java objects to act as 

service providers in SOOA, can be dynamically instantiated by the Cybernode. 

Operational String and Quality of Service 

An operational string describes an aggregated collection of application and/or 

infrastructure software assets which are grouped together to support a specific service on 

the network. It constructs an object graph composed of objects that provide context on 

how to provision and instantiate services. In the configuration of deployment, the 

operational string may be articulated as, a structured XML document, referred as LDAP 

directories in LDAP repository, or many other ways to store them. The run-time view of 

operational string is a collection of service and infrastructure components. 

Service Beans 

 Jini Service Beans (JSBs) are Java objects that are the fundamental domain 

specific computational entities on the network. In addition, JSBs are able to wrap the 

legacy application as service providers in SOOA environment. Jini technology-based 

Service Beans are instantiated dynamically by Cybernodes and are autonomic 

provisioned based on their QoS attributes by the Provision Monitor. By using Jini Service 

Bean (JSB), the application developers do not have to be concerned with the intricacies 

involved at the infrastructure level. 

Dynamic Container ( Cybernode) 

The Cybernode represents the capabilities of compute resource they run on 

through quantitative and qualitative mechanisms. Cybernode instances, dynamically 
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discover, enlist with Rio provisioning services, and provide a lightweight container to 

instantiate mobile services [6]. The Cybernode provides a dynamic container where JSBs 

live. It acts as a basic infrastructure service to support the fundamental life cycle, 

including development, deployment, and runtime for JSBs. By making use of 

polymorphism and aggregation techniques, the Cybernode securely loads the JSBs from 

the remote code server over the network. Next, the JSBs are instantiated dynamically by 

the Cybernode. In the mean time, the Cybernode helps the JSBs to discover the core Jini 

services, which are required to support JSBs and ensure JSBs are available on the 

network. More than one Cybernodes are able to run on a computing resource such as a 

computing host, and we can deploy multiple JSBs on a Cybernode. The service 

requestors discover the JSB as a regular Jini service and interact with it directly. JSBs are 

first dynamically loaded from network, then instantiated with the satisfaction of the QoS 

requirements, and finally destroyed when the service tasks are finished. 

Dynamic Provisioning 

Provisioning for JSBs involve the assignment of compute resources based on the 

QoS parameter for a software component, in order to provide its requisite operational 

specification. In execution, JSB Provisioning matches the most appropriate compute 

resource to host the JSB. In its simplest form, compute resource and software component 

matching follows the semantics found in the Class.isAssignable() method. If the class or 

interface represented by QoS class object of the software component is either the same 

as, or is a super-class or super-interface of the class or interface represented by the 

specified Class parameter of the compute resource’s QoS class object, then the compute 
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resource is deemed ‘appropriate’ for the next step of assignment. There may be no next 

step. In this case, the compute resource, through the resident Cybernode, is invoked to 

instantiate the JSB. Algorithms that are more complicated may be employed at this point 

to determine appropriate QoS allocation. 

 

2.6 Groovy 

Groovy is an object-oriented programming language for the Java™ Platform [39] 

as an alternative to the Java programming language. It is an agile and dynamic language. 

Groovy has the following features, 

• It is an agile and dynamic language for the Java Virtual Machine. 

• It builds upon the strengths of Java but has additional power features inspired by 

languages like Python [47], Ruby [48] and Smalltalk [49]. 

• It supports Domain-Specific Languages and other compact syntaxes. 

• It compiles straight to Java byte-code so that it can be used anywhere we can use 

Java. 

Our framework’s object model is built with the Java programming language. The 

groovy provides the dynamic capability extension to the current java features. The ability 

of user to provide run time compute expression and integrate services as variables in this 

expression is due to groovy. The chapter four gives the details of computation format and 

the allowed syntax for the expressions.  
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2.7 SORCER 

SORCER is a federated service-to-service (S2S) meta-computing environment 

that treats service providers as network objects with well-defined semantics of a federated 

service object-oriented architecture [1]. SORCER is a meta-compute grid based on 

service-oriented architecture [13]. To understand the SORCER, first we need to explain 

about grid computing and different types of grids. Following enunciated is the grid 

computing definition in generalized form.  

“A computational grid is a hardware and software infrastructure that provides 

dependable, consistent, pervasive, and inexpensive access to high-end computational 

capabilities. [30]” 

We can distinguish three types of grids depending on the nature of computational 

components: compute grids, meta-compute grids, and the hybrid of the previous two — 

inter-grids. Compute grid is a virtual federation of processors that execute, submitted 

executable files with the help of a grid resource broker. Whereas, a meta-compute grid is 

a federation of service providers managed by the grid operating system. Thus, the latter 

approach requires a meta-programming methodology, while in the former case the 

conventional procedural programming languages are used. The hybrid of both compute 

and meta-compute grid abstractions allow an inter-grid to execute both programs and 

meta-programs. SORCER falls into inter-grid type of grid. Let us define few terms used 

in the SORCER environment: 
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Exertion 

These are service messages, called service exertions that describe service data, operations 

and provider’s control strategy. 

Task exertion 

Elementary service request, which single service provider executes. 

Job exertion 

A composite exertion called a job exertion is hierarchy in terms of tasks and other jobs. 

As shown in figure 2.7.1, SORCER sits on the top of Jini, where the Jini focuses 

on network management; SORCER focuses on exertion oriented programming and 

execution environment for the exertions. Following are some of the infrastructure 

providers of SORCER environment, which take part in Service-2-Service computing and 

perform well-defined roles. 

• Tasker – This service processes service tasks  

• Jobber – This service processes service jobs 

• Contexters – This service provides service contexts for APPEND Signatures 

• Cataloger – This is service is used by Servicers to register themselves 

• Spacer –  This service manages exertion-spaces shared across Servicers for space-

based computing [40] 

• FileStorer – This service provides access to federated file system providers [14] 
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Figure 2.7.1 SORCER layered functional architecture 

 

Exertion Oriented Programming 

Exertion-oriented (EO) programming is a new layer of abstraction added by 

SORCER to the practice of grid computing. An exertion submitted onto the network 

dynamically bounds to all relevant and currently available service providers in the object-

oriented distributed system. The providers that dynamically participate in this invocation 

are collectively called an exertion federation. This federation is also called a virtual meta-

computer, since federating services are located on multiple physical compute nodes held 

together by the EO infrastructure so that, to the individual exertion requestor, it looks and 

acts like a single computer [2]. 

A Task instance specifies an elementary step of EO program. It is analogous to 

the statement in the imperative programming [15]. The Task has three signatures, 

PREPROCESS, PROCESS, and POSTPROCESS. The binding provider needs to have a 

method for the task's PROCESS signature. In addition it also has an APPEND signature, 
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which defines the context received from the provider specified by this signature. The 

received context is then appended at runtime to the task context which is later processed 

by PREPROCESS, PROCESS, and POSTPROCESS operations of the task. A Job 

instance specifies a block of task or other jobs. It is analogous to a procedure in 

imperative programming, which reflects a workflow with branching and looping by 

concatenating flow control exertion [2]. 

Federated Method Invocation 

An exertion initiates the dynamic federation of all needed service providers as late 

as possible—as specified by signatures of top-level and nested exertions. Thus, FMI is 

defined as exerting signatures, which is essentially an indirect invocation of network 

methods specified by the exertion signatures for related service contexts. SORCER 

service providers and requestors usually communicate via FMI [2]. All SORCER service 

providers are service peers as they implement the top-level Servicer interface. As a result, 

each Servicer can initiate a federation created in response to “service (Exertion, 

Transaction)”. Servicers come together to form a federation participating in execution of 

some exertion. When the exertion is complete, Servicers leave the federation and seek a 

new exertion to join. The same exertion can form a different federation for each 

execution due to the dynamic nature of looking up Servicers by their implemented 

custom interfaces [2]. 

SenSORCER services qualify as the SORCER services. Thus, they acquire all the 

capabilities of SORCER services. The sensor service can federate at run time with other 

sensor and non-sensor services to achieve an exertion request. These services are capable 
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of taking part in all the meta-computing activities. There are three different ways to use 

sensor services. First, through exertion-oriented program, where the sensor services take 

part in federations as explained above. Second, using them as native Jini services and 

writing client programs to use these services independently. Lastly, using sensor browser 

for data aggregation, where a centralized service virtually connects sensor services. 

 In this chapter, we first described two similar frameworks and their working. 

Next, we presented sensor related terms and definitions. Then we covered all the 

necessary technology details required to understand the framework. This included SOA 

overview, Jini network technology, SORCER overview, Rio introduction and Groovy 

introduction. In the next chapter, we would describe detailed sensor-distributed system 

requirements. In addition, we would formalize the requirements that our framework 

should meet. Lastly, we would document user actions along with the system steps for 

each of the requirement satisfaction. 
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CHAPTER 3 

REQUIREMENTS ELICITATION 
 

This chapter reviews the general requirements for the sensor-distributed system 

and narrows down on specific requirements for our framework. Firstly, the chapter 

discusses desired general sensor-distributed system requirements. Secondly, UML notion 

of use cases is presented, which formalizes the specific requirements to be satisfied by 

our framework.  Finally, the chapter describes the in-depth analysis of each of the use 

case identified. 

 

3.1 Sensor Distributed System Requirements 

The distributed system has many definitions given in the literature, and none of 

them is complete. For understanding purpose, we will use the following definition, 

“A distributed system is a collection of independent computers that appears to its users as 

a single coherent system.” [23] 

This definition has two aspects, one is hardware that we are not dealing with, and 

the other is software, which is our focus. Building a distributed system with sensors from 

software point of view demands for the following requirements to be satisfied: 

Transparency 

An important goal of any distributed system is to hide the details of the physically 

distributed processes and resources over multiple computers. In sensor-federated 

networks, we need to consider following types of transparencies: 
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• Access transparency 

This signifies that only authorized entity should use the sensor service. 

• Location transparency 

This is hiding where the resource is located. It is extremely important for sensor-

distributed system to hide where the sensors are located. The user should be able to 

use the sensor service uniformly across the platform despite of its location. 

• Migration transparency 

This is hiding details of the resources that may be moved to the other locations. The 

sensor nodes should be able to be moved physically from one place to the other 

transparently. 

Concurrency 

Concurrency means several users may share the resource; this feature is required 

for sensor-distributed systems so that every sensor node can be part of multiple need-

based logical networks formed by the user. 

Failure 

The failure of single resource should not affect the effective working of other 

distributed system functions. This is a highly desirable feature for sensor-distributed 

system. Sensors are small and inexpensive devices and present in large numbers. 

Normally, more than one sensor of single type is available. The sensor-distributed system 

should be able to federate with other similar services. This will help in providing 

requested service, despite failure of any sensor service. 
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Scalability  

In traditional network systems, the addition of a network node to the existing 

network is an infrequent activity. Also, the growth of such a network is not exponential, 

although they do tend to grow fast. In sensor networks, the end nodes are small and 

inexpensive devices. The addition of such nodes to the existing network is a common 

activity; at times, host of nodes can be added into the system. The sensor-distributed 

system because of such demanding growth rate requires high scalability. 

Plug & play sensor service 

When a node is available the network should detect the node and when down the 

network should terminate that node. This feature becomes very important in sensor 

networks, as the nodes are very small and susceptible to failure all the time because of 

various external factors. 

System Administration 

The sensor-distributed system should provide easy system administration for 

managing the distributed system. The formation of a new subnet, creation of a new 

subnet node, and addition and deletion of nodes should be dynamic and easy. 

Application building support 

The sensor-distributed system should be able to take advantage of internet 

protocols for user applications. In addition, it should support the distribution of 

information across the network. This is required to take advantage of wide spread internet 

infrastructure available and allow sensor applications to develop over existing protocols. 
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High processing capabilities 

This need of for high processing capability is because the way and speed at which 

the data is generated. The sensor networks have very large number of nodes, where each 

sensor node generates very small amount of data. Due to such large number, the data 

generated can easily overwhelm the capacity to process it. For example, the visual sensor 

networks are most useful in applications involving area surveillance, tracking, and 

environmental monitoring. E.g., in surveillance applications the ability to perform a 

dense 3D reconstruction of a scene and storing data over a period is very important. The 

operators should able to view events as they unfold over any period from any arbitrary 

viewpoint in the covered area [24]. The amount of data generated from the light and 

photo sensors used in these applications demands for the high processing capability for 

sensor node. 

 

3.2 Use Case Roles 

The general sensor-distributed system requirements gave us the generic view of 

the requirements. We will now identify the concrete formal requirements in our 

framework’s context. The UML notion of use cases will help us understand these needs. 

Let us consider few terms whose precise meaning is important while explaining each of 

the requirement. 

Actor  

A use case employs a construct that define a role that a user or any other system plays 

when interacting with the system under consideration. It is a type of entity that interacts, 
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but which is itself external to the subject. Actors may represent human users, external 

hardware, or other subjects. An actor does not necessarily represent a specific physical 

entity. For instance, a single physical entity may play the role of several different actors, 

and conversely, multiple physical entities may play an actor. 

Use case 

It is the specification of a sequence of actions including variants, which a system (or 

other entity) can perform, interacting with actors of the system.  

Use case diagram  

This diagram shows the relationships among actors and the subject (system) and use 

cases. 

In our framework’s context, we can identify two active (major) roles, namely 

Value Reader and Administrator. In addition, there are two passive roles namely Sensor 

Probe and Sensor Browser. Let us look in to two of the active roles of the framework. 

Value Reader 

As a value reader, the user has minimal privileges. The user in this role can only 

carry out the elementary operations. There are two particular tasks, getting available 

sensor list and getting a value from the sensor service. Figure 3.2.1 shows these two use 

cases with getting sensor list preceding getting a value. The first use case, getting 

available sensor list, talks about the user knowing what exactly is available for his/her. 

The success condition for this use case is that the sensor browser displaying all the 

available sensor services both ESPs and CSPs. The second use case, get value, has two 

parts associated with it, as there are two types of values get elementary value and get 
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composite value.  The passive actor for the use case Get Value is sensor probe, which 

reads the value from physical sensor. The elementary value is a raw value read from 

sensor service without any calibration and computation. On the other hand, the composite 

value contains the values from contained sensor services and a computed value got after 

performing computation on collected values. Conceptually both ESP and CSP values are 

same and we can use them in the user computation regardless of their contents. 

 

 

Figure 3.2.1 Value reader use case. 

 

Administrator 

The administrator is responsible for setup and initialization of the entire sensor 

distributed system before its use. The administrator performs following tasks: 

• Get available sensor list 

• Form network: form logical network of sensors 

• Select, add, and remove services from composite service 
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• Create empty CSP: create a composite service dynamically 

• Set compute-expression with composite service 

The composite service configuration has three different aspects— forming logical 

network, adding and removing services from the already available composite sensor 

service, and creating new composite sensor node. 

As shown in figure 3.2.2, the Form Logical Network use case includes few other 

use cases. Include clause states that, to complete the specified use case the included use 

case must be satisfied first. Thus, to complete the Form Logical Network, the 

administrator has to get the available sensor list, select composite sensor provider, and 

then perform addition and removal of services to and from the selected composite 

service. Once the composing composite service is done, the administrator has to decide 

upon the compute-expression to associate with it. The associated computation at run time 

gets the highest processing environment as it is with composite service, which is running 

on high processing power computing resource.  

If none of the available composite services satisfies the administrator’s need, he 

can choose to create an empty composite service. The created service will be started on to 

the best compute resource available. The passive actor for this use case is sensor browser, 

which updates the local sensor list inside the browser. Once the composite service is 

running, the administrator can perform all the action as explained before, including 

network formation and sensor computation setting. 
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Figure 3.2.2 Use cases for administrator role. 

 

3.3 Use Case Description 

Every use case is associated with the set of actions from the actor and is destined 

for success or failure. The detailed understanding of the actions and cases will help in 

building the conceptual model of the system. For each of the use case, we will present the 

use case description in the tabular form. The tables have following information: 
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1. Goal – The goal that this use case want to achieve 

2. Scope and Level – Where and at which level the use case belongs? 

3. Preconditions – The conditions to be met before the use case can successfully 

start its execution 

4. Success Condition – What happens when the use case is successfully completed? 

5. Failure Condition – What happens when the use case fails? 

6. Primary and Secondary Actors – The actors acting upon the use case 

7. Trigger – What triggers the use case? 

8. Description – Steps to be executed while completing any use case 

9. Extensions – Extensions if any 

Table 3.3.1– 3.3.8 displays the mentioned information for each use case. The 

careful study of these tables helps reveal many details about the object model and its 

working. We will make use of this information while designing the architecture of the 

framework. 
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Table 3.3.1 Read sensor value. 
 

 

 

Use Case 1 Read Sensor Value 

Goal in Context User issues request directly to Service Provider, expects 
sensor value. 

Scope & Level User  

Preconditions Sensor is working properly, ESP & CSP up and running 

Success End Condition User gets the required value 

Failed End Condition The error is logged 

Primary, 
Secondary Actors 

Value Reader 
Sensor Probe 

Trigger Sensor value required 

Description 

Step Action 

1 Reader gets the list of available sensors services 

2 Reader selects required sensor service 

3 Reader issues a get value request to selected 
service 

4 Sensor Probe read the value from physical sensor 

5 Service provider get the value from sensor probe 

6 Service provider sends the value back to user 

7 Reader gets the value 

Extensions Step Branching Action 

 5a If value is not available, the current state of sensor 
is returned 
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Table 3.3.2 Get available sensor list. 

Use Case 2 Get Available Sensor Service List 

Goal in Context  Getting the Available Sensor Services  

Scope & Level  User 

Preconditions  Sensors are working properly, Services are registered with 
Lookup Service 

 Success End Condition  User gets the list of available Services 

Failed End Condition  Empty list  

Primary 
 

Secondary Actors  

Value Reader 

Trigger   

 
 
 

Description  

Step Action  

1 Reader sends the request to the Sensorcer Façade 
service  

2 Sensorcer Façade service makes use of Service 
Accessor to get the available sensor service list 
from Look up service. 

3 Reader gets the sensor list 

Extensions  Step Branching Action  

3a  
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Table 3.3.3 Form logical network. 

 

 

 

 

Use Case 4 Form a logical n/w of sensors 

Goal in Context  Logically connecting sensors   

Scope & Level  Administration 

Preconditions  Sensors working, sensor services ready 

Success End Condition  Network of sensor formed  

Failed End Condition  Error log is created 

Primary 
 

Secondary Actors  

Admin 
 
 

Trigger  Need for combination of different values. 

 
 

Description  

Step Action  

1 Admin identifies & selects the empty CSP 

2 Admin adds and removes services to CSP 

3 Form Network request is issued to the system. 

Extensions  Step Branching Action  

3a  
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Table 3.3.4 Select empty composite service provider. 

Use Case 5 Select Empty CSP 

Goal in Context  Form the logical network  

Scope & Level  Administration 

Preconditions  Sensors working, services ready 

Success End Condition  A empty CSP is selected  

Failed End Condition  Error is logged 

Primary  
 

Secondary Actors  

Admin 

Trigger  Need for combination of different sensor values. 

 
 
 

Description  

Step Action  

1 Admin gets the available sensor service list 

2 Admin identifies the empty CSP 

3 Admin selects the empty CSP 

Extensions  Step Branching Action  

3a  
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Table 3.3.5 Add sensor service. 

Use Case 6 Add Sensor Service 

Goal in Context  Form the logical network  

Scope & Level  Administration 

Preconditions  Sensors working, Services are ready, Sensor list is 
available 

Success End Condition  Services are added to the Empty CSP 

Failed End Condition   

Primary  
 

Secondary Actors  

Admin 
 
 

Trigger  Need for combination of different values from sensor 

 
 
 

Description 

Step  Action  

1 Admin gets the available sensor service list 

2 Admin identifies the empty CSP 

3 Admin selects the empty CSP 

4 Admin adds the required services to empty CSP 

Extensions  Step Branching Action  

3a If cannot add any service, error is logged  
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Table 3.3.6 Remove sensor service. 

Use Case 7 Remove Sensor Service 

Goal in Context  Forming the logical network  

Scope & Level  Administration 

Preconditions  Sensors working, services are ready 

Success End Condition  A service is removed from CSP  

Failed End Condition  Error is logged 

Primary  
 

Secondary Actors  

Admin 
 
 

Trigger  Need for combination of different sensor values. 

 
 
 
 

Description 

Step Action  

1 Admin gets the list of available sensor services 

2 Admin identifies the empty CSP 

3 Admin selects the empty CSP 

4 Admin removes the required services  

Extensions  Step Branching Action  

4a If  don’t want any service, he can remove it from 
CSP 
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Table 3.3.7 Create composite provider. 

Use Case 8 Create Empty Composite Provider 

Goal in Context  Form the logical network  

Scope & Level  Administration 

Preconditions  Sensors working, Services are ready, Sensor list is 
available 

Success End Condition  Composite Service is provisioned on to the network 

Failed End Condition  Error Log is created 

Primary 
 

Secondary Actors  

Admin 
 
Sensor Browser 

Trigger  No Empty CSP available, Need to form new network 

 
 
 
 
 

Description 

Step Action  

1 Admin gets the list of available sensor service 

2 Admin identifies the there are no empty CSPs 
available  

3 Issues a provision sensor service request 

4 Service is provisioned on to the network 

5 Sensor Browser updates the local sensor list 

Extensions  Step Branching Action  

3a If cannot create, error is logged  
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Table 3.3.8 Set compute-expression. 

Use Case 9 Set Compute Expression 

Goal in Context  Set the custom computation string with CSP  

Scope & Level  Administration 

Preconditions  Sensors working, Composite service is ready 

Success End Condition  Compute-expression is set with the CSP 

Failed End Condition  Error is logged 

Primary 
  

Secondary Actors  

Admin 
 

Trigger  Need for computation of different sensor values 

 
 
 
 

Description 

Step Action  

1 Admin gets the list of available sensor services 

2 Admin selects the CSP  

3 Sets the custom computation string with service 
variables 

4 Issues request to update the CSP state 

Extensions  Step Branching Action  

3a If cannot set, error is logged  
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The primary objective of this chapter was to capture the requirements of the 

framework design and implementation. Sticking with our objective, we first explained the 

general sensor-distributed requirements. Then we went on to identify the specific 

requirements and external roles with respect to our framework. We presented a use case 

diagram for each of the role identified. Finally, we described the steps for each of the use 

case identified. This chapter will help us in narrowing down our focus on designing 

specific details of the conceptual model of the framework. In the next chapter, we will 

use these requirements to design the architecture of the framework. In addition, we need 

use case descriptions while validating SenSORCER in chapter six. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DESIGN & ANALYSIS 
 

The primary purpose of the analysis phase of the system development process is 

to formulate a model of the problem domain that is independent of implementation 

considerations. Analysis focuses on what to do. On the other hand, the primary purpose 

of the design phase of the system development process is to decide how to implement the 

system. During design, strategic and tactical decisions are made to meet the required 

functional and quality requirements of a system. 

This chapter introduces the design of the framework for building a new 

distributed system for sensor-federated networks. Having seen the requirements in the 

previous chapter, we can give the formal specification of the architectural system along 

with the individual components, which we can develop independently. In this chapter, 

first, the UML notion of component diagram mentions the architectural system. Next 

presented is the design of each of the component with service granularity. Lastly, the 

explanation of communication between the components is given. 

 

4.1 SenSORCER Architectural Model 

We will take service-oriented approach to satisfy the user requirements. The 

system consists of various sub-systems, which are acting as services. The services 

provide facilities to the user to satisfy certain subset of requirements. Before describing 

the architecture, let us understand few terms [29]: 
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Component 

Component is a modular part of a system, which encapsulates its contents and whose 

manifestation is replaceable within its environment. A component defines its behavior in 

terms of provided and required interfaces. As such, a component serves as a type, whose 

conformance is defined by these provided and required interfaces (encompassing both 

their static as well as dynamic semantics).  In UML, a rectangular box shows a 

component. 

Component diagram  

Component diagram is the one that shows the organizations and dependencies among 

components. As mentioned earlier, we will present the component diagram for each of 

the available service along with a complete component diagram for the SenSORCER 

system. 

Dependency 

Dependency is a relationship between two modeling elements, in which a change to one 

modeling element (the independent element) will affect the other modeling element (the 

dependent element). In UML, the dotted one headed arrow shows the dependency. 

Interface 

Interface is a named set of operations that characterize the behavior of an element. 

Components have required and provided interfaces. A line with circular head shows 

required interface and a line with semi-circular head shows required interface.  
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4.1.1. Elementary Sensor Service Components 

This service is the building block of the SenSORCER framework. Figure 4.1.1.1 

shows the components of elementary sensor service namely Sensor Probe and 

Elementary Sensor Provider. 

 

Figure 4.1.1.1 Elementary service components. 

 

Sensor Probe 

This is the only sensor dependent component of the framework. It contains sensor 

specific driver code for sensor communication. This component is heavily dependent on 

sensor specific protocol and technology. Communication with any sensor has many 

aspects like, synchronization, timing constraints, communication protocol, and data 

calibration. Sensor Probe is dependent on all of these aspects of the sensor, but hides 

these details from sensor service providers. This makes sensor independent application 

development possible. The sensor probe is a passive probe, which reports sensor readings 

periodically. It provides an interface called DataCollection, which Elementary Sensor 

Provider uses for collecting the data. 
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Elementary Sensor Provider (ESP) 

This is the main component of elementary sensor service, which represents single 

sensor node in the system. ESP has the ability to connect to the single sensor through 

sensor probe. ESP is responsible for collecting the sensor data and provides it whenever 

requested. Preconditions for this provider’s proper working are, sensors connected to the 

system and working properly. In network semantics, these providers play the role of hosts 

in the network. 

This component is dependent on interface provided by Sensor Probe. As shown in 

the figure, ESP uses DataCollection interface to collect data from SensorProbe. This 

component provides an interface called SensorDataAccessor to let anybody read the 

sensor data from the sensor service.ESP also takes part in composite service providers’ 

(explained in the next section) data collection process but is unaware of the presence of a 

CSP. There can be many ESP's available in the system, with every ESP working 

independently, providing single sensor connectivity. The ESP is independent of sensor 

technology used, making sensor communication transparent with the sensor technology 

used. The ESP works with the raw data collected from sensors. It does not process this 

data further. This is necessary to make fast sensor connectivity and reading possible. As 

composite service providers have the ability to process (calibrate and compute) the sensor 

data, ESP data processing facility becomes redundant. 

With the growing number of small sensors, one-to-one mapping between sensor 

service and sensor device can be overwhelming. Thus, we can extend the capability of the 

ESP by allowing it to connect to multiple sensors. This will keep the number of sensor 
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services in the system limited. In addition, if sensors have the ability to connect 

themselves with other sensors and collaborate with each other (wireless sensor networks), 

a single ESP can handle the data aggregation from such sensors. Making ESP more 

capable can increase the power and speed of this framework. Currently, SenSORCER 

does not consider this extension. 

Elementary sensor services have more capability than traditional services. As 

explained earlier, SenSORCER services qualify as the SORCER services. Thus, they 

have the ability to federate with other sensor services, if the sensor service requires 

certain facilities from other services. Meaning, when a request to satisfy certain task 

arrives at the sensor service and for some reason it is unable to complete the request, the 

service can forward this request to other sensor service for completion. Exertion oriented 

programming and SORCER infrastructure services help in achieving runtime federation 

mechanism. 

 

4.1.2. Composite Sensor Service Components 

This service provides most of the features offered by our framework. It acts as the 

network hub in the sensor network. Figure 4.1.2.1 shows the two important components 

of the service: Composite Sensor Provider and Sensor Computation. 

 

Composite Sensors Provider (CSP) 

This is the core component of SenSORCER framework. CSP has many 

responsibilities and roles to play in the framework. The main responsibility is to connect 
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to the other sensor services and collect data from them.  This forms the sensor subnet and 

gives a uniform sensor subnet view to the user. The second important responsibility is to 

perform computation on the collected data. For this, CSP makes use of an interface called 

evaluator, provided by Sensor Computation, and performs user-defined computation on 

the collected sensor data. The ability to perform custom computation on the data and 

making use of the available high processing environment of the CSP is the quintessence 

of this framework. Finally, CSP sends back the calibrated result to the service requestor 

like any other sensor service provider.  

 

 

Figure 4.1.2.1 Composite service components. 

 

The sensor-federated networking term introduced in the second chapter has 

meaning; the sensor connects virtually with each other. The capability of CSP to be a part 

of another CSP makes sensor-federated networking possible. The child CSP, which is a 

part of another CSP, provides the calibrated result to the parent CSP (enclosing CSP). 

This extension of the subnet of sensor service makes logical sensor-federated networking 

possible. The semantics of network management in our frameworks context becomes the 
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management of a single CSP. The administrator of the system can easily add or remove 

the sensor services to and from the network. The ability to add and remove sensor 

services dynamically to the CSP helps in coping with changing needs of the users. These 

providers are the controlling entities of the network. One shortcoming with making CSP 

as the central controlling node of the network is that the network becomes susceptible to 

single points of failure. However, as forming a network is very easy, one can start a new 

CSP with similar configuration in no time. Note that to make a similar configuration, one 

does not have to change every sensor service’s configuration. The failure of one CSP 

does not affect other sensor service functionality. 

The CSP is a sensor independent provider; one can change contained provider's 

implementation and can use different sensors, without potentially affecting the provider’s 

working. The CSP needs two things associated with it, first the list of services for virtual 

network and second the compute expression for what to do with the data collected from 

each service. The administrator would configure CSP for these two by providing services 

to be included into the service provider and default expression for computation.  

Getting a value from the ESP and CSP is a similar process. They both qualify as 

standard sensor services and provide the similar interface, SensorDataAccessor, to the 

user. The advantage of making the CSP interface like ESP is that the user can customize 

applications, making use of any sensor service uniformly. Conceptually, both Elementary 

sensor provider and composite sensor provider qualify as the standard services with 

similar interfaces. However, few differences exist. First, ESP connects to the physical 

sensor while CSP connects to the sensor services. Second, CSP can perform user-defined 
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operations on the collected data while ESP is only capable of reading and sending the raw 

data. Lastly, in addition to the computed result the CSP sends back a list of every sensor 

service value that it has collected. 

Sensor Computation 

This component provides computation facility to the CSP. It performs the user 

specified computation on to the sensor data. Currently, we plan to provide all the simple 

arithmetic expression evolutions allowing service variables. Following are context free 

grammar rules for arithmetic expressions implementation currently provided [31, 32]: 

1. <expression>   ( <expression> )  

2. <expression>    <expression>  +  <expression>  

3. <expression>    <expression>  -   <expression>  

4. <expression>    <expression>  *  <expression>  

5. <expression>   <expression>  /   <expression>  

6. <expression>   number | <service_id> 

7. <service_id>   S1 | S2 | S3 … 

There are two non-terminal symbols in this grammar, first, <expression>, which 

is also the start symbol and second, <service_id>, which specifies the valid service 

variable syntax. The terminal symbols are {+,-,*, /, (,), number}. (The "number" 

represents any valid number.) Also, {S1, S2 …} are service ids for the services included 

inside a composite service provider. The grammar rules are explained next: 
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• The first rule says that an <expression> enclosed in parentheses is also an   

<expression>. 

• The rules two-five, say that the sum, the difference, the product, or the division of  

two <expression> is also an expression.  

• The rule six says <expression> can be rewritten as (or replaced by) a number or  

<service_id>. 

The rule seven specifies how to write identifiers for the service variables. The user can 

provide expression, treating the service as the variable inside the expression. For 

example, let us assume that the composite provider contains two services, S1 and 

S2.Now, user can choose to do any kind of computation including S1 and S2, as variables 

inside the expression like, 

“(S1 + S2) * 100” 

This expression parses with the grammar rules as follows: 

1. By rule four, as the * precedence is more than any other operator, 

<expression>   <expression> * <expression>  

2. By rule one, we expand first expression from the right hand side, 

<expression>    (<expression>) * <expression> 

3. By rule two, we expand the first expression, 

<expression>  (<expression> + <expression>) * <expression> 

4. By rule six and seven, we replace expression with terminating nodes, 

<expression>  (service_id + service_id ) * 100 

<expression>   (S1 + S2) * 100 
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As the expression is valid, CSP replaces S1, S2 with the values got from included service, 

and the computed result is sent back to the user. 

As ESP, composite sensor services also have more capability than traditional 

services. They have the ability to federate with other sensor services. When a request to 

satisfy certain task arrives at the composite sensor service and if for some reason, the 

service is unable to complete the request, the service can forward this request to other 

sensor service, which might satisfy it. In addition, it can also federate at run time with 

other services, if the sensor service requires certain facilities from other sensor service. 

Exertion oriented programming and SORCER infrastructure services help in achieving 

this mechanism. Having same interface for ESP and CSP also helps while doing exertion-

oriented programming. 

 

4.1.3. Sensorcer Façade Service Components 

This is the core service of the framework and it glues together all other sensor 

services of the system. This service is completely or partially responsible for every use 

case satisfaction. There is one user interface attached to this service called as 

SensorBrowser. When user wants to make use of any functionality of the SenSORCER 

system, he/she downloads sensor browser and accesses the sensor services through it. As 

shown in figure 4.1.3.1, the service has five main components. The Façade Sensorcer is 

the main component that provides the major service functionality. The other components 

are utility components, which facilitates the service functioning. 
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Figure 4.1.3.1 Sensorcer facade components. 

 

Facade Sensorcer 

This is the single entry point of the SenSORCER system. It provides uniform 

access to the users through the sensor browser. This component provides interface named 

Sensorcer, which sensor-browser uses while accessing the SenSORCER features. There 

is only single façade service in the framework. The facade makes use of 

SensorNetworkManager interface from the Sensor Network Manager component. On 

behalf of sensor browser, this component requests the sensor network manager to get the 

proxy, and dynamically create the CSP. This component is also responsible for sending 

registered sensor services information and connection details to the sensor browser upon 

the request. 

Sensor Service Provisioner 

The Rio framework matches requirements of software components to the 

capabilities of computational resource. This component makes the use of Rio 
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programming model to facilitate provisioning in meta-computing environment. The 

feature, dynamic service creation, provided by SenSORCER is possible due to this 

component. This component dynamically allocates a CSP to the capable cyber node with 

operational specifications provided by the administrator. The Rio framework enables 

following capabilities for the sensor service: 

• Dynamically adapt to addition and removal of sensor resource on the network. 

• Assign sensor service to the best compute resource available in the network. 

• Achieve fault tolerance by dynamically allocating the service to a different 

compute node (cyber node), if the original node fails. 

Service Accessor 

SORCER environment provides this component, which is heavily dependent on 

Jini infrastructure. It provides the satisfaction of the use case, Get Sensor List, described 

in section 3.3. It contacts the look-up service for getting the registered services. Sensorcer 

façade service sends back the proxy object got from lookup service to the user. 

Sensor Network Manager 

The Sensor Network Manager is the main component responsible for general 

sensor-network management functions. The main responsibilities include, the formation 

of sensor-federated network, creating the new composite sensor service, and providing 

the sensor service information to the user. In addition, this component is responsible for 

providing core underlying network related functionality like, providing service 

connection details and network update information. The sensor network manager makes 

use of Sensor Service Provisioner and Service Accessor, to provide the network 
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management features. This component is available in Façade Sensorcer service to carry 

out the user requests for network management. 

Sensor Browser 

This is the user agent of the SenSORCER system. Sensor Browser is user friendly 

GUI that provides sensor interaction, network management, and sensor computation input 

context methodology facilities to the user. Sensorcer service has this user interface 

attached; user machine downloads the user interface for interaction with sensorcer 

system. SenSORCER is SOOA based framework, where service provider store required 

files on to the code server (refer figure 2.3.3.2). Façade Sensorcer service puts the copy 

of the sensor browser code on to the code server. When the request to connect to Façade 

Sensorcer service arrives, the Sensor Browser becomes available for download to the 

requesting user through the code server. This framework provides the highest computing 

power to the sensors through the services running on powerful compute resources. 

Making the client of the system very lightweight, the low computing power device can 

execute it efficiently. The advantage of making the user interface lightweight is that in 

future, we can use our framework functionality inside low computing power devices like 

mobiles and PDAs. 

Figure 4.1.4.1 shows the internal component structure of the sensor browser. The 

design of sensor browser follows Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern [41]. The model 

contains the data of the system, view displays the data in appropriate format, and 

controller providers mapping between model and views.  
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Figure 4.1.4.1 Sensor browser components. 

 

Sensor Browser Control Panel 

This is a control panel for managing the model and views. The controller panel 

provides two interfaces: SensorController and SensorControllerRemote. The 

SensorController is responsible for local SensorModel state change, i.e., it manages local 

updates to the sensor browser. In addition, it takes care of selecting appropriate view to 

update on model state change. SensorControllerRemote on the other hand, brings data 

into the sensor browser and fills in the SensorModel, i.e., it manages network updates to 

the sensor browser. The remote interface is responsible for making all the network 

communication and getting the service information. 
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Sensor Browser Model 

The data collected, sent, and viewed from the system is placed in this component. 

This component allows different views to attach with the model and is responsible for 

notifying them on state update of the model. The model state can change in two ways: 

first, user activities with the sensor browser and second, network activity with remote 

data arrival. Inside the sensor browser there is only one sensor model present, i.e., sensor 

model follows singleton design pattern.  All the controllers and observers make use of the 

same Sensor Model for their use. 

Observers 

All the views provide interface for selection and requires one interface from 

model for update notification. Following are the different views associated with the 

sensor model: 

1. Sensor Content View 

This component shows the contents of elementary and composite sensor providers. 

For elementary service provider it displays the raw value read from sensor service. 

For composite service provider it displays the individual values read from each of the 

contained sensor service and computation result obtained from evaluating the 

submitted expression. 

2. Sensor List View  

This component shows the list of all the available sensor services. 
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3. Create Service View  

This view allows creating a new composite service dynamically. This also updates the 

sensor list view, as the new sensor list has one new service. 

4. Add Expression View 

This component takes the expression from the user including sensor variables. This 

expression is associated with composite service provider. 

5. Compose Service View 

This component helps the user in composing the service with available sensor 

services. The updated service list is synchronized with composite service provider. 

 

Figure 4.1.5 shows the complete architecture of the framework. The user connects 

to the Façade Sensorcer service and downloads Service Browser on the local machine. It 

then interacts with the browser getting available service list. The façade sensorcer helps 

in bringing this information using network manager. User can then choose any of the 

available service and can get value from it. The sensor browser can directly communicate 

to the service making service-to-service communication possible. In addition, the user 

can customize CSP by directly updating the state of composite service. Furthermore, the 

user can start a new composite service from sensor browser; façade sensorcer will satisfy 

this request using Sensor Service Provisioner. The CSP, as shown in the figure makes use 

of ESP and other contained CSPs’ to collect data. We can also note that the interfaces 

offered by both CSP and ESP are similar as mentioned earlier. 
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Figure 4.1.5 SenSORCER architectural model. 

 

4.2 Data Processing in SenSORCER 

We will now explore the communication between the identified components to 

get further insight into the workings of the framework. The best way to get this insight is 

to explain the interaction and data processing between these components. We show this 

interaction with UML notion of sequence diagram. The sequence diagram definition is 

stated below: 

Sequence diagram 

A diagram that depicts an interaction by focusing on the sequence of messages that are 

exchanged along with their corresponding event occurrences on the lifelines. A sequence 
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diagram includes time sequences but does not include object relationships. A sequence 

diagram can exist in a generic form (describing all possible scenarios) and in an instance 

form (describing one actual scenario) [29]. 

Following presented are the sequence diagrams for each of the use case identified. 

Few of the use cases are combined in a single sequence diagram as they depend upon 

each other for satisfaction of the main use case. 

Get Available Sensor Services 

Figure 4.2.1 shows the message flow for getting sensor service list. This is the 

first use case to be satisfied before any of the use case. Message flow shown here 

precedes most of the use cases explained below.  

1. Value reader issues a getSensorList call to Sensorcer Façade using sensor browser 

2. Sensorcer Facade passes this query to the network manager  

 

Figure 4.2.1 Get sensor service list. 
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3. Network Manager uses Service Accessor to get registered service proxies 

 

Reading from Elementary Service Provider 

Figure 4.2.2 shows the message flow for reading a value from ESP.  

1. After knowing the services, Reader calls getSensorData directly on desired service 

2. Elementary Service Provided then probes the sensor device through Sensor Probe and 

gives back the received result to the value reader 

 

Figure 4.2.2 Reading from elementary service provider. 

 

Reading from Composite Sensor Provisioner 

Figure 4.2.3 depicts the message flow in reading a value from CSP. 

1. After knowing all the services, Reader calls get data directly on composite service 

2. CSP checks the contained ESPs and CSPs, calls the get sensor data on listed services 

and collects the sensor data 
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3. CSP then uses Evaluator to carry out the computation using the collected data 

4. The Value Reader gets the calibrated result back from CSP 

 

Figure 3 4.2.3 Reading from composite service provider. 

 

Creating Composite Service Provider 

The steps enlisted below in figure 4.2.4 ensure the creation of composite service.  

1. Administrator sends, provision service request to Facade using the sensor browser 

2. The Facade forwards this request to Network Manager, which then using  Sensor 

Service Provisioner loads the operational string specified to the Provision Monitor 
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3. Provision Monitor deploys the operational string to  the matched cybernode; The new 

composite service is instantiated by the cybernode bringing all the necessary jar files 

from codebase and registering the new service to the look up service (not shown in 

the figure) 

4. Sensor Browser Model updates sensor list with newly added service  

 

Figure 4.2.4 Create composite provider. 

 

Set Compute Expression 

The administrator follows below enlisted steps to associate a compute-expression 

with the composite service provider. 
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1. Administrator provides the compute expression and issues set expression request to 

Sensorcer Control Panel 

2. Control Panel on behalf of administrator updates the Sensor Model with expression 

3. Sensor Model changes the expression for local composite service representation 

4. Finally, Controller synchronizes the  changes with Composite Service Provider 

 

Figure 4.2.5 Set compute-expression. 

 

Forming a logical network 

Figure 4.2.6 shows steps for the formation of logical network. 

1. Administrator selects the Empty CSP and calls add/remove service according to his 

requirements 

2. Sensor Model changes the values according to the addition and removal of the service 

3. Finally, Sensor Model data is synchronized with Composite Service Provider 
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Figure 4.2.6 Network formation. 

 

4.3 Class Model 

The computerized model of any system is derived from the conceptual model of 

the system. In our framework’s context, in section 4.1 we presented the conceptual model 

of the system. Now we preset the computerized model using object-oriented approach. 

 

4.3.1 Object Oriented Terminologies 

Let us define few object-oriented terms, which will help us develop the object 

model of the system. 

Classifier 

Classifier is a collection of instances that have something in common. A classifier can 

have features that characterize its instances. Classifiers include interfaces, classes, data 

types, and components. 
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Class 

A classifier that describes of a set of objects that share the same specifications of features, 

constraints and semantics defines a class. 

Class diagram 

A class diagram shows a collection of declarative (static) model elements, such as 

classes, types, and their contents and relationships. 

Realization 

A specialized abstraction relationship between two sets of model elements, one 

representing a specification (the supplier) and the other representing an implementation 

of the latter (the client). In UML, the dotted line having solid arrowhead shows 

realization. 

Aggregation 

Aggregation is special form of association that specifies a whole-part relationship 

between the aggregate (whole) and a component part. In UML, the solid line having 

Diamond Head shows aggregation. 

Composition 

A form of aggregation that requires that a part instance be included in at most one 

composite at a time, and that the composite object is responsible for the creation and 

destruction of the parts. Composition may be recursive. In UML, the solid line with solid 

Diamond Head defines composition. 
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Association 

Association is relationship that may occur between instances of classifiers. In UML, a 

single line joining the instances of classifiers defines an association. 

 

4.3.2 Package Level Design 

Figure 4.3.2.1 shows all the mappings of the packages inside the SORCER 

namespace. The UML notion of package diagram limned the whole model view.  

 

Figure 4.3.2.1 SenSORCER package structure. 

 

The main interest here is the package sensorcer. The core package contains the 

main interfaces and implementation classes of the system. The sensorbrowser package 
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contains the classes, which are important for displaying a user interface. The provider 

package has all the service provider classes of the system. This includes SensorcerFacade 

and other two basic types of sensor services. The util package has few utility classes, 

which assist other packages. The only sensor specific package is sensor.  

 

4.3.3 Class Level Design 

This section presents design of each package mentioned previously using UML 

notion of class diagrams. 

Classes & Interfaces in core package 

In figure 4.3.3.1, SensorcerFacade and SensorNetworkManager realize the 

interfaces Sensorcer and SensorNetworkManagement. All sensor services in 

SenSORCER system needs to implement Sensor interface. The primary role of this 

interface is to provider uniform signature methods to all the sensor services. The 

Sensorcer interface provides signature for sensorcer façade service.  

 

Figure 4.3.3.1 Classes and Interfaces in core package. 
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Class SensorcerFacade implements this interface and provides the user interface 

to the clients for interacting with sensorcer system. The SensorNetworkManagement 

provides the network management functions to the user. 

 

Classes in provider package 

This package contains all the service providers’ class of the SenSORCER. The 

CompositeSensor and ElementarySensor are sensor service classes in SORCER 

environment. These classes have the responsibility of providing sensor connectivity and 

data aggregation ability to the users of the system. CompositeSensor acts as the sensor 

subnet hub. SensorcerFacade is the façade and the only service that has a user interface 

associated with it. This is the only entry point of the system. Figure 4.3.3.2 delineates all 

the above-mentioned classes and their relationship with others. 

 

Figure 4.3.3.2 provider package classes. 
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SensorNetworkManager and Sensorcer Façade have composition relationship 

meaning the former is part of the later. In addition, SensorProbe is part of 

ElementarySensor and SensorRequestor is part of SensorControllerRemote. The 

association relationship between SensorBrowser and SensorcerFacade shows that the 

service SensorcerFacade has user interface attached with it called SensorBrowser. 

Finally, SensorControllerRemote and SensorBrowser have aggregation relationship. 

 

Classes in sensorbrowser package 

SensorBrowser class shown in figure 4.3.3.3 provides GUI for the service 

requestor. The user can browse the different sensor services available in the system using 

the user interface provided by this class. This class provides the functionality to create a 

service context and call the sensor service functions using FMI [2].  

 

Figure 4.3.3.3 Sensor browser model. 
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It makes use of MVC pattern, where SensorModel acts as a model of the system, 

SensorView are the observers of the model, and SensorController is the controller. 

SensorModel is the data model of the sensor browser. All the data sent and collected from 

the system is contained in this model. It has different observers observing the changes. It 

notifies all the observers about the change in model state. 

Sensor Model explained above has four different observers, which responds to the 

model state change events. Figure 4.3.3.4 shows the classes and methods associated with 

observers.  

 

Figure 4.3.3.4 Sensor model observers. 
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SensorListView displays the list of sensor services registered in the SenSORCER 

system. SensorContentView displays the contents of each provider listed in the service 

list. In addition, it displays the value read from the sensor service. The 

CreateSensorServiceView takes the value from user for creating the composite provider 

dynamically. The local controller then helps to update the sensor model.  

SensorController is the local controller that maps model and model-observers of 

the system. It has listeners for all the controllers and it updates the sensor model locally. 

SensorControllerRemote is a remote controller class that is responsible for bringing the 

data from SenSORCER system and filling the local sensor model. This class is 

responsible for all the remote communication from sensor browser. Figure 4.3.3.5 depicts 

these classes: 

 

Figure 4.3.3.5 Browser controllers. 
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Classes in util package 

Figure 4.3.3.6 depicts the util package classes, which assist all the other packages 

of the sensorcer system. The base class SensorServiceRep is the representation class, 

which represents a local sensor service object. All the updates and interaction from the 

browser is first made to this class’ objects and later it is reflected back to the actual 

services running.  

 

Figure 4.3.3.6 Classes in util package. 
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Two classes extend this base class for specific type of service objects. The 

ServiceRequestor class facilitates calling service methods through SORCER’s exertion 

oriented federated method invocation explained in the section 2.7.  This class makes all 

the remote method calls. The last class SensorcerContants contains all the constants used 

by providers and requestors. The framework services make use of SensorValue class 

object as data transfer unit. Two classes specializes the SensorValue class: 

ElementarySensorValue, for elementary value and CompositeSensorValue, for composite 

value. In addition to the computed value, composite value consists of all the values from 

contained services. 

In this chapter, we designed the architecture of the SenSORCER system. We 

introduced each of the available type of services in the framework. Furthermore, we gave 

each of the components associated with those services. In brief, we also explained the 

role of each of the component. We also introduced provided and required interfaces of 

those components. Next, we gave the detailed interaction of these components while 

satisfying each of the use cases identified in chapter three. Lastly, we built the object 

model of the system using object-oriented approach with detailed package and class level 

design. In the next chapter, we will explain the implementation details, the technology 

and sensor specific code used to implement computerized model. 
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CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION 
 

The implementation of conceptual model though computerized programming 

takes the form of computerized model. This model helps inference about the problem 

entity, when we conduct experiments with it. We have already presented the class model 

in previous chapter. Now, we will focus on the implementation details of SenSORCER. 

First, technical architecture of the system is presented, where the technologies used for 

the implementation are given. Next, we present the run-time deployment of the 

SenSORCER, where we will explain the necessary configuration of the host required to 

run this framework. Lastly, the implementation of the sensor specific code inside a probe 

and the provider integration is explained. 

 

5.1 Technical Architecture  

In this section, we will present the technology details used for the implementation 

of the system. In addition, we present the details of sensor node technology, SUN SPOT, 

used for the experimental set up of the system. 

 

5.1.1 Technology Infrastructure 

SenSORCER builds on top of Java, Jini/Rio, Groovy and SORCER technologies. 

SenSORCER does not have any particular requirements on the hardware platform to run. 

The hardware platforms running SenSORCER can be any platforms, which can satisfy 

hardware requirements of Java, Jini/Rio, Groovy and SORCER. SenSORCER does have 
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some special requirements on software environments. Because SenSORCER is 

implemented with pure Java technologies, any operating systems such as Linux, Sun 

Solaris, IBM AIX, Windows, and Mac OS X with Java support can run SenSORCER 

services.  Framework uses Jini and Rio environment to build SOOA. A Java virtual 

machine with Jini and Rio running is needed to run the required services of SenSORCER. 

Jini Lookup service, Rio Provision Monitor, and several Rio cybernodes act as the 

provisioning grid-computing environment for the service providers. It also needs code 

servers to supply the required class files, wrapper classes and required Jini/Rio class files 

to the service providers. A compiler tool is also needed to compile the source code to 

binary code and package the archive files. Following listed are the technologies and 

respective software versions used for components implementation: 

1. OS:  Linux, Unix, Windows and Mac OS X 

2. Java 1.4 or Higher 

3. Apache Ant 1.7.x 

4. Jini 2.1  

5. Rio 4.0 

6. Groovy 1. 5. 6  

7. SUN SPOT SDK ( blue release )  

8. Squawk Virtual Machine 

9. Incax service browser 5.4  

10. Webster ( http server ) 
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The SUN SPOT device runs the Squawk java virtual machine. This virtual 

machine is stripped down version of the standard Java virtual machine. It is capable of 

running J2ME version of java [47]. The Incax is the service browser, which allows 

browsing all the Jini services. This browser downloads the user interface associated with 

the service if one is available. In addition, it is useful for service administration and 

management. The browser can find the services running onto the network and provide a 

mechanism to access these services. We will use Incax to access SenSORCER services. 

In particular, SenSORCER Façade service has user interface attached, which we will 

access through Incax. Because SenSORCER is based on SOOA, we need a code server 

(refer figure 2.3.3.2) to provide necessary class files. The Webster is a simple http server, 

which can host the java class files, and class archives.  When service starts up it 

downloads the needed jar files from this server. 

We need to provide certain configuration parameters while starting SenSORCER 

services. Elementary service provider needs the probe implementation class name in its 

configuration file (refer section 5.3). In addition, if needed, we need to provide the 

communication details with the sensor as external parameter (e.g., serial port details). 

Sensorcer Façade service requires the operational string file for provisioning a sensor 

service on demand. Apart from these parameters, every service requires the Jini provider 

configuration file. 

 

5.1.2 Sun's Small Programmable Object Technology 

Sun Small Programmable Object Technology (Sun SPOT) is a wireless sensor 

network (WSN) mote developed by Sun Microsystems. The device is built upon the IEEE 
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802.15.4 standard [50]. Unlike other available mote systems, the Sun SPOT is built on 

the Squawk Java Virtual Machine [47]. The Sun SPOT Device is a small, wireless, 

battery powered experimental platform. It is programmed almost entirely in Java, to 

allow regular programmers to create projects that used to require specialized embedded 

system development skills. The hardware platform includes a range of built-in sensors as 

well as the ability to interface to external devices. Figure 5.1.2.1 shows the details of 

SUN SPOT device. 

 

Figure 5.1.2.1 SUN SPOT device 

 

The SUN SPOT device has the sensor board, which has inbuilt sensors like light 

and temperature. The device can also connect to external sensors using this sensor board.  

We will make use of on chip temperature sensor in our validation case for the framework. 

The SUN SPOT also has a base-station which is used to connect to other wireless SUN 

SPOTs [17]. The purpose of the Sun SPOT base-station software is to allow applications 
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running on the Host to interact with applications running on Targets. The physical 

arrangement of SUN SPOT with base-station is shown in figure 5.1.2.2. 

 

Figure 5.1.2.2 Physical sunspot arrangement 

 

The Host application is a J2SE program and the Target application is a Squawk 

Java program. The base-station may run in either dedicated or shared mode. In dedicated 

mode, it runs within the same JVM as the host application and only host application can 

use it. In this model, the host’s address is that of the base-station. In shared mode, two 

JVMs are launched on the host computer: one manages the base-station and another runs 

the host application. In this model, the host application has its own system-generated 

address, distinct from that of the base-station. Base-station accepts the multicast request 

in this mode. The main advantage of shared mode is that more than one host application 

can use the same base-station simultaneously. Shared mode also allows multiple host 

processes to communicate with each other using the radio communication stack, which 

makes it possible to simulate the communication behavior of a group of SPOTs using 

host applications. For our setup in the validation of our framework, we will make use of 

shared base-station between two elementary sensor services. 
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5.2 SenSORCER Deployment 

Figure 5.2.1 shows the runtime environment for SenSORCER with SUN SPOT 

sensors [18]. There are six host computers used for the experiment, which runs different 

operating systems. The software and hardware configuration of these hosts is also shown 

in the figure. 

 

Figure 5.2.1 Deployment diagram 

 

Two hosts Coral and Diamond have the SUN SPOT base-station connected to 

them over universal serial bus (USB). These hosts have two Elementary Sensor services 

deployed on each, taking care of single wireless sunspot device individually. Thus, in our 

setup, there are four sunspot sensor devices, two of which share a base-station. The Yew 

has the Codebase, Composite Service and Sensorcer Façade service deployed on it. The 
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Elementary Sensor services will get the required jar files from Yew. The Persimmon host 

holds the Jini infrastructure services as well as a container Rio service called Cybernode. 

The host Hemp has two main Rio services namely Monitor and Cybernode. Codebase is 

also deployed on to this host to serve all the Rio service jars. We will make use of Incax 

service browser [44] to access the sensor services. Two cybernodes running on Hem and 

Persimmon, Jini infrastructure services and Monitor service running form the 

provisioning grid-computing environment for SenSORCER.   

 

5.3 Implementation Classes  

The implementation of the sensor package (refer figure 4.3.2.1) is sensor device 

specific. As explained previously, we are using on chip temperature sensor from SUN 

SPOT devices for experiment. The SUN SPOT device probe needs to read from the 

device and device itself needs to be programmed to report the on chip temperature 

reading. We will first show the probe implementation in figure 5.3.1. TemperatureProbe 

class is the implementation of SensorProbe interface. RemoteSpotConnector class 

facilitates the wireless spot device connectivity through base-station. PacketTypes 

interface helps in providing the communication packet types between sunspot device and 

client application. The same interface is also implemented by the application running on 

sunspot device. 

Each of the service available in SenSORCER has a configuration file, which 

follows the Jini configuration file format [45]. For Elementary sensor service to work we 

need to provide the probe implementation of the interface SensorProbe and we need to 
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make that implementation class available to this provider. In configuration file, we need 

to set the property as “probe=Implementation Class Name”. 

 

Figure 5.3.1 sensor package class diagram. 

 

Figure 5.3.2 shows the main classes for the program running on the SUNSPOT 

device. The TelemetryMain class realizes PacketTypes interface. In addition, the class 

implements LocateServiceListener to locate the base-station service and PacketHandler 

interface to handle the incoming request packet. 

 

Figure 5.3.2 SUN SPOT device program classes 
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TemperatureSensor class helps in reading the on chip temperature sensor and is composed 

inside the TelemetryMain class. 

The main program running on SUN SPOT also makes use of utility classes from 

figure 5.3.3.  The class LocateService is helpful while locating the service. 

PacketTransmitter and PacketReciever helps in handling of the request command from 

the client. 

 

Figure 5.3.3 SUN SPOT device helper classes 

 

In this chapter, we explained the implementation details of SenSORCER system. 

We gave the technical architecture with technology infrastructure used. In addition, we 

also explained the sensor node technology used. Next, we presented run-time deployment 

of the framework. Finally, we provided implementation classes used in implementing the 

sensor specific device. In next chapter, we will validate our framework using conceptual 

model and computerized model, presented in chapter four. We will make use of the 

deployment diagram (refer section 5.2) while operational validation of the framework. 
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CHAPTER 6 

VALIDATION 
 

Every model goes through the process depicted in figure 6.1.1 [28]. The problem 

entity is the system, idea, situation, policy, or phenomena to be modeled. Through 

analysis and modeling efforts, we build conceptual model and the implementation of 

which takes the form of computerized model. The validation can be done at various 

stages of the modeling process. The conceptual validation process refines conceptual 

model. On the other hand, operational validation process refines computerized model. 

This chapter validates the conceptual and computerized model introduced 

previously. First, the chapter presents conceptual validity, which validates the conceptual 

model with requirements of the problem entity introduced in chapter one. Second, the 

chapter presents the operational validity, which includes validation of computerized 

model obtained from implementation. In operational validation, we will conduct 

experiments with our computerized model and check if the working of the model satisfies 

the requirements identified. Lastly, the chapter describes the benefits offered by the 

framework into their area of applicability. 

 

6.1 Conceptual Validation 

Conceptual model validity is determining that the theories and assumptions 

underlying the conceptual model are correct and that the model representation of the 

problem is “reasonable” for intended purpose of the model [28]. To verify the proposed 

architecture, we designed a conceptual model of the system. This model describes a 
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system, which solves the problem entity. As conceptual model is derived from 

architectural model, the validity of architectural model follows that the conceptual model 

is also valid. In context of our framework, we have already defined the problem entity in 

first chapter. In chapter four, we explained the conceptual model and used object-oriented 

approach to develop the conceptual system. 

 

Figure 6.1.1 Modeling process. 

 

While describing the problem statement we concluded with need for building the 

sensor distributed system. Now we see if the conceptual model satisfies the requirements 

that we identified in chapter three. 
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1. Allowing dynamic, distributed and scalable network formation 

SenSORCER achieves sensor networking by logically connecting the sensor through 

a centralized service. The services are running on more powerful host and have access 

to more resources than a single sensor node. Composite service provider helps in 

building this logical sensor network, which we can scale to any level. In addition, the 

formed network is dynamical, when the service is up on to the network; it is 

immediately available to take part in sensor network. We can also provision services 

dynamically on to the network, which allows addition of new networks dynamically 

on top of existing ones. 

2. Plug & Play sensor services 

The SOOA technology allows Plug & Play services. Since, the SenSORCER is based 

on to the SOOA. SenSORCER services can appear on to the network, as they are 

available also can be removed when they are down. 

3. User friendly sensor system administration  

The sensor administration has two aspects. First is hardware, which we should take 

care at the physical location of the sensor. Second is configuration and tuning, which 

we can do by passing the commands from remote locations. Sensor browser 

component is useful for second type of system administration. We can extend existing 

implementation easily to sensor specific system administration. 

4. Easy sensor data availability for meta-computing applications 

While using SenSORCER, sensor data dependent applications can be written in three 

different ways: first, using Jini style independent clients, second, using exertion oriented 

programming and finally, using APIs provided by the SenSORCER and making use of 
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Sensorcer Facade service. SOOA based services allow other service requesters and providers 

to make use of sensor services as any other service in their application. 

5. High processing capacity and dynamic computation 

SenSORCER provides high processing environment for sensors, by providing custom 

computation mechanism with composite service provider. All the sensor data computation 

is done at the composite service provider, running on powerful hosts. The contained 

sensor services inside the composite service are available as variables for doing 

computation. 

 

6.2 Operational Validation 

Operational validity is concerned with determining that the model’s output 

behavior has the required accuracy for the model’s intended purpose over the domain of 

its intended applicability. We need to validate proposed solution design and its 

implementation against the problem statement. The solution should provide all the 

requested core features and architectural qualities. In addition, it should satisfy all the use 

cases for the given roles. Figure 6.2.1 shows the services, running on different host 

mentioned above, accessed with incax browser. 

There are four elementary sensor services, one composite sensor service and one 

sensorcer façade service available on the network. The figure also shows the look up 

service running and all the Jini infrastructure services running. Also notable are the two 

Rio services monitor and cybernode for dynamic provisioning of services. We will now 

show the working of the framework using the working example with above setup. The 
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SUN SPOT wireless devices are programmed to report reading from temperature sensor 

available with them. The four elementary sensor services taking care of one SUN SPOT 

device each have the SensorProbe implementation, which probes the wireless device 

about the temperature sensor values. 

 

Figure 6.2.1 Sensorcer system setup. 
 

 In the example, we will first form the sensor subnet with Composite-Service, 

where we will add three elementary sensor services namely, Diamond-Sensor, Neem-

Sensor, and Jade-Sensor.  Second, we define the expression for the composite service, to 

take the average of temperature values from three services. Thirdly, we will provision a 

new composite service on to the network. Fourth, we will form a network of sensors by 

composing Composite-Service and the remaining elementary sensor service namely 
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Coral-Sensor. We also set the expression for this new service to take the average of 

values from these two services. Finally, we show the read value from this new service to 

get the average of temperature over all the sensors present.  

In next three sections (6.2.1-6.2.3), we will explain experiment details with series of 

screenshots. 

 

6.2.1 Validation for the Value-Reader Role 

Figure 6.2.1.1 shows the list of sensor services available in the network.  There 

are two views in the interface: Sensor Service Information and Sensor Value. The first 

displays the sensor service information and second displays read value from sensor 

service. 

 

Figure 6.2.1.1 Get sensor list. 
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Figure 6.2.1.2 shows the value reading result from one of the elementary service 

from Diamond-Sensor. Sensor Service Information section displays the type of service, 

which is ELEMENTARY, and Service ID of Diamond-Sensor service. The Sensor Value 

area shows the read temperature value in degree Celsius. 

 

 

Figure 6.2.1.2 Elementary sensor value reading. 

 

In figure 6.2.1.3, we can see value read from composite sensor service deployed 

on Yew host.  This provider composes three elementary sensor services available. We 

can see the Sensor Service Information section displaying contained sensor services, 

Service type that is COMPOSITE, and Service ID of the service. The Sensor Value 
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section displays:  the computed value from the expression set with the provider and the 

values read from individual sensor services. (Refer figure 6.2.2.1 – 6.2.2.3, for 

composing part of this service). The computed value is the average of elementary sensor 

service values. 

 

Figure 6.2.1.3 Composite service value reading 

 

6.2.2 Validation for the Administrator Role 

Figure 6.2.2.1 shows the composing service process to form the subnet out of 

three elementary sensors. The composite service provider will act as the coordinating 

point between these three services. We will first add three of the four sensor services in to 
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the Composite-Service, namely, Neem-Sensor, Jade-Sensor and Diamond Sensor. After 

finishing the composition, the added service list is updated on to the service provider 

immediately. As can be seen from the figure, user can make changes to the composite 

service at any time, dynamically. 

 

Figure 6.2.2.1 Compose service. 

 

Figure 6.2.2.2 shows how we can set expression with the composite service 

provider. The figure displays the service variables for services (a, b and c). The user can 

add required arithmetic expression involving these three variables. We are adding the 

expression to take the average of the elementary sensor services (“(a + b + c)/3”). The 

creation of these variables at run time is possible due to the groovy dynamical shell 
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availability. This expression is set with the composite provider and will be used while 

performing read operation on the provider (refer figure 6.2.1.3). As the expression is set 

with Composite-Service, the evaluation of it takes place at the host running composite 

service, which is host Yew. These way sensor nodes are getting highest computing 

environment for sensor data. 

 

Figure 6.2.2.2 Set expression. 

 

Figure 6.2.2.3 shows the results of pressing create service. The Rio framework 

has provided the provisioning grid to SenSORCER services. The create service request is 

called upon SenSORCER Façade service. We have already provided an operational string 

file to this service. This file has the specification of new service to be created. The new 
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service is deployed on the one of the two cybernodes according to the operational string 

matching criteria. The Provision monitor service takes the request from Façade service 

and matches the service run-time requirements with the available cybernode 

configurations. The closest matching cybernode is chose to deploy the composite service. 

The matched cybernode helps start the new composite service on the host its running. In 

the diagram, the incax browser is showing the newly created service named “New-

Composite”.  

 

Figure 6.2.2.3 Create composite service. 
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6.2.3 Sensor Networking 

In section 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, we have seen the available four elementary sensor 

services and one composite sensor service, which we composed with three elementary 

sensors. We have also added the expression to take an average temperature among these 

three sensors. In addition, a composite service is instantiated on to the network. Now, we 

will use the new service to form a network using one composite service (composed 

earlier) and the remaining sensor service (Coral-Sensor). In figure 6.2.3.1, Sensor Service 

Information section displays the composed service list along with the expression set with 

the provider and Sensor Value section displays the value read from the new service. 

 

Figure 6.2.3.1 Networking with composite service. 
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In the value section, the first displayed is the computed value from the new 

composite service. Then contained service values are displayed one by one. One of the 

contained services is composite service, so while displaying its contents, the computed 

value for that service and contained service values are also shown. In figure, the three 

elementary sensor services (Neem-Sensor, Diamond-Sensor and Jade-Sensor) values are 

displayed while displaying Composite-Service value. 

In this chapter, we validated our approach in two steps. First, conceptual 

validation, where we validated the conceptual model of the system with sensor 

distributed system requirements and second, the operational validation, where we 

experimented with the computerized model of the system, for satisfying the specified 

user requirements. In the next chapter, we will conclude the thesis with research findings, 

benefits offered, and possible future extensions to the framework. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 
 

This thesis presented a novel approach to building sensor-distributed systems.  

The presented framework offers important features like federated networking of sensor 

services and providing sensors with the highest possible processing environment. The 

new approach tried to overcome the limitations associated with the sensor data dependent 

computations. We followed a well-formed model development process while building a 

new sensor-distributed system. First, we formally specified the user requirements 

considering the general distributed system requirements. Second, we designed the 

architectural model using a component model. Third, we designed and implemented the 

computerized model with an object-oriented approach. Finally, we validated both the 

architectural and the computerized models using conceptual and operational validation 

respectively. We made use of UML diagrams while presenting the modeling results.  

SenSORCER satisfies, fully or partially, all the general requirements of sensor-

distributed systems presented in chapter three. The user gets a uniform view of the 

system achieving true transparency. The framework achieves concurrency by allowing a 

sensor service to be part of any number of composite service providers simultaneously. It 

also achieves partial fault tolerance: the failure of a single sensor service does not affect 

the working of the complete sensor network. Although, the failure of the central 

composite service provider will crash the entire network, recovery from such a failure is 

easy; this failure does not affect any other network resources. The addition of a new 

sensor service to the network is very easy. The physical installation and manual start of a 
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service is the only initial work needed for adding a new sensor service. Future 

modifications and operations concerning this new sensor service are very expeditious. In 

addition, the Jini-based framework implementation allows for plug & play sensor 

connectivity.  

 

7.1 SenSORCER Benefits 

SenSORCER can potentially benefit many domain specific applications. We will now 

provide all the benefits that SenSORCER offers. Current implementation does not offer 

all the benefits mentioned. However, most of them can be easily achieved. 

1. Sensor independent service providers 

From the architecture of the framework one can easily make out that the sensor probe 

is the only sensor dependent component. The applications written for the sensor data 

are independent of the sensor technology used. In addition, sensor services 

themselves make use of sensor probe, so they are only concerned with sensor probe’s 

interface, which does not dependent on sensor technology, achieving sensor 

independent service providers. One can easily change the existing implementation 

and technologies of the sensors used and keep up with rapid evolution of the sensor 

technology. 

2. Scalable and dynamic sensor-federated networks 

One of the core challenges of sensor application design is balancing the resource 

usage of individual nodes with the global behavior desired of the network [22]. The 

SenSORCER makes use of federated meta-computing environment, which offers 
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dynamic federation of the services to complete certain task. In addition, runtime 

network management makes the scalability and dynamic networking easy. There is no 

need to make any change to the physical network resources, as all we do is change the 

logical network arrangement. The use of Rio provisioning helps in dynamic network 

creation on the fly. As the computing resources spread across the network and service 

providers can be associated with different compute resources, addition of the new 

sensor service does not necessarily affect the performance of the system. The Rio 

framework allows for allocating the sensor service to the best cyber node from the 

network resources at hand, alleviating the application design and development from 

resource usage problem. 

3. Autonomic system administration of sensor nodes 

The administration has two aspects, one is hardware related which has to be taken 

care at the particular location and with the sensor device physically. The other is 

software configuration and network management. For this, all the sensor service 

administration is available for the user, inside the sensor browser. 

4. Lightweight user interface extends framework usage to low computing power devices 

The SensorBrowser is very lightweight user interface; it does not contain any heavy 

processing elements. For the most part, the interface just takes the input from the user 

and gives back result from the framework. The powerful hosts run the available 

sensor services, nevertheless, the client of the system that is the user interface can run 

on any low computing power device. We can further optimize sensor browser for 

very small devices like mobiles and PDAs. The usage of high power services from 
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the very lightweight user interface extends the framework’s power to low computing 

power devices. 

5.  Easy sensor data flow management with rendezvous peers 

The user can collect the data from different sensor service directly or it can make use 

of composite provider, to make it go to the different providers. This service-to-service 

communication makes it possible to transfer data from node to node without any user 

intervention. If user wants to get data from different services and perform some 

computation, he can create a composite service provider to do this task. This way, we 

can manage the data generated from different services, allowing different services to 

take part in communication and computation process. 

6. Plug & play sensor service peers 

The plug and play feature is very useful in sensor networks, as after the initial 

installation of the system, the addition and removal of sensors is more frequent. Jini 

plug and play of the service from the network allows any sensor service to appear and 

go away in the network dynamically. Since this framework is based on Jini 

infrastructure, the sensor services can be plug & play. If service goes down the node 

is terminated and when it is up the node is immediately available in the system. 

7. Friendly and intuitive GUI for managing sensor providers 

The sensor browser, with different views attached makes it easy to manage sensor 

network and reading values from the sensor service. 
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7.2 Future Work 

SenSORCER follows a loosely coupled design, which helps in keeping up with 

the rapid changes in sensor technology. This loosely coupled design also makes the 

framework very extensible allowing future extensions and considerations easily 

achievable. Currently, elementary service providers have only one-to-one mappings 

between services and sensor devices. As the numbers of small sensors increase, the 

sensor services will demand more resources from the system. We can extend this 

mapping to one-to-many, which will help in keeping the number of sensor services 

limited. In addition, extended sensor connectivity allows us to give more capability to the 

single sensor service. Currently, the framework does not offer any sensor error checking 

and setup facility. We need to consider this along with sensor browser enhancements. In 

addition, making the sensor browser lighter than the current implementation will open the 

fields of mobile and embedded devices. Such framework use would allow these devices 

to access high computing power applications efficiently. The custom computation 

implementation for arithmetic expressions can be extended to domain specific 

computations. In addition, the design of the framework can easily be extended, in which 

the security related issues and further enhancements could be considered as the needs 

arise. The need for authentication and authorization in any distributed system is quite 

evident. In this framework, we need to add one component to enforce the authorized user 

access to sensorcer façade service. 
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The growing usage of sensors is no doubt going to put the pressure on application 

developers for more efficient, powerful and dynamic application development. With the 

help of this framework, the sensor data dependent applications get high processing 

environment and easy sensor data availability, which expedites the application 

development process. The complexity of handling sensor data is pushed into the 

framework, which helps in the development of sensor independent applications. We 

believe SenSORCER’s current core functionality is a powerful preliminary attempt at 

addressing application developer’s most prominent concerns of sensor data related 

systems and removing limitations associated with sensor data computation. In the future, 

this framework would prove extremely beneficial in building highly efficient and scalable 

sensor-federated networks. 
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APPENDIX A 

SENSORCER FRAMEWORK INTERFACES 

 

A.1 Sensorcer 

package sorcer.sensorcer.core; 

import sorcer.service.Context; 

public interface Sensorcer extends Remote { 

public void createCompositeProvider(Context context); 

public void formLogicaNetwork(Context context); 

public Context getSensorServices(Context context); 

} 

 

A.2 Sensor  

package sorcer.sensorcer.core; 

import sorcer.service.Context; 

public interface Sensor extends Remote { 

public Context getSensorInfo(Context context); 

public Context getData(Context context); 

public void setServiceInfo(Context context); 

public void setComputeExpression(Context context); 

} 
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A.3 SensorNetworkManagement  

package sorcer.sensorcer.core; 

interface SensorNetworkManagement { 

public void createCompositeSensorProvider(String opstr); 

public Vector<SensorServiceRep> getSensorServices(); 

} 

 

A.4 SensorProbe  

package sorcer.sensorcer.core; 

public interface SensorProbe { 

public void init(); 

 public SensorValue getValue();  

} 

 

A.5 SensorcerConstants  

package sorcer.sensorcer.util; 

public interface SensorcerConstants { 

// Constants used throughout the framework implementation 

} 
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SENSORCER FRAMEWORK API SPECIFICATION 
 

B.1 Package “sorcer.sensorcer.core” 

 

sorcer.sensorcer.core  
Class SensorNetworkManager 
java.lang.Object 
  sorcer.sensorcer.core.SensorNetworkManager 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

SensorcerConstants 
 

 
public class SensorNetworkManager 
extends Object 
implements SensorcerConstants 

This class helps forming and managing a logical sensor network
 

Method Detail 
 
public void createCompositeSensorProvider(String opstring) 

This method provisions a new composite service using Rio framework facilities 
success would mean, the new composite provider is instantiated failure would log 
the error  
Parameters: 
opstring - operational string from which to located the the service details of the 
service to be provisioned( refer to the Rio opstring specification ) 

 
 
public Vector<SensorServiceRep> getSensorServices() 

This method gets the sensor services form the Look up Service It makes use of 
ServiceTemplate and ServiceAccessor  
Returns: 
Vector of SensorServiceRep representational object for each sensor service 

 
 
 
 

APPENDIX B 
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public net.jini.core.lookup.ServiceItem[] getServiceItems(String className) 
Get ServiceItems from Lookup Service  
Parameters: 
className - class name for the service to be fetched  
Returns: 
ServiceItem array of Sensor Services 

 
 
public net.jini.core.lookup.ServiceItem getServiceItem(String className, 
                                                       net.jini.core.lookup.ServiceID sid) 

Get ServiceItem from Lookup Service  
Parameters: 
className - class name for the service to be fetched 
sid - service id for the service to be fetched  
Returns: 
ServiceItem of the sensor service 
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B.2 Package “sorcer.sensorcer.provider” 

 

sorcer.sensorcer.provider  
Class ElementarySensor 

java.lang.Object 
  sorcer.core.provider.ServiceExerter 
      sorcer.core.provider.ServiceProvider 
          sorcer.sensorcer.provider.ElementarySensor 
 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

com.sun.jini.admin.DestroyAdmin, com.sun.jini.start.LifeCycle, Remote, 
EventListener, net.jini.admin.Administrable, net.jini.admin.JoinAdmin, 
net.jini.core.constraint.RemoteMethodControl, net.jini.export.ProxyAccessor, 
net.jini.id.ReferentUuid, net.jini.lookup.ServiceIDListener, 
net.jini.security.proxytrust.ServerProxyTrust, 
sorcer.core.AdministratableProvider, sorcer.core.Monitorable, 
sorcer.core.Provider, sorcer.core.provider.proxy.Outer, 
sorcer.core.provider.proxy.Partner, sorcer.core.provider.proxy.Partnership, 
sorcer.core.SORCER, Sensor, SensorcerConstants, sorcer.service.Servicer 

 
 
public class ElementarySensor 
extends sorcer.core.provider.ServiceProvider 
implements Sensor, sorcer.core.SORCER, SensorcerConstants 

This is the Composite Sensor Service Provider. This class helps build the logical sensor 
network. It acts as the central node in the formed sensor subnet. 

 
   
   Methods inherited from interface sorcer.core.Provider 
fireEvent, getAttributes, getDelegate, getDescription, getGroups, getInfo, 
getMethodContexts, getProperty, getProviderID, getProviderName, init, init, 
invokeMethod, invokeMethod, isValidMethod, isValidTask, notifyException, 
notifyException, notifyExceptionWithStackTrace, notifyFailure, notifyFailure, 
notifyInformation, notifyWarning, restore, startTiming, stopTiming, update, 
updatePolicy 
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Methods inherited from interface sorcer.service.Servicer 
service 
   
Methods inherited from interface sorcer.core.Monitorable 
resume, step, stop, suspend 
   
Methods inherited from interface sorcer.service.Servicer 
service 
   
Field Detail 
 
public SensorcerConstants.SensorType sensorType 

 
 
public SensorProbe probe 
 
Constructor Detail 
 
public ElementarySensor(String[] args, 
                        com.sun.jini.start.LifeCycle lifeCycle) 
                 throws Exception 

Constructs an instance of the SenSORCER ElementarySensor provider 
implementing Sensor. This constructor is required by Jini 2 life cycle 
management.  
Parameters: 
args -  
lifeCycle -  
Throws:  
Exception 
 

Method Detail 
 
public sorcer.service.Context getData(sorcer.service.Context context) 
                               throws RemoteException 

Implements the Adder interface.  
Specified by: 
getData in interface Sensor 
Parameters: 
context - input context for this operation  
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Returns: 
Output service context  
Throws:  
RemoteException 

 
 
public sorcer.service.Context getSensorInfo(sorcer.service.Context context) 
                                     throws RemoteException 

Implements the Adder interface.  
Specified by: 
getSensorInfo in interface Sensor 
Parameters: 
context - input context for this operation  
Returns: 
an output service context  
Throws:  
RemoteException 

 
 
public void setServiceInfo(sorcer.service.Context context) 

Specified by: 
setServiceInfo in interface Sensor 

 
 
public void setComputeExpression(sorcer.service.Context context) 

Specified by: 
setComputeExpression in interface Sensor 

 
 
public net.jini.lookup.entry.UIDescriptor getMainUIDescriptor() 

Returns a service UI descriptor for a SenSORCER UI. The service UI allows for 
invoking and testing Arithmetic interface.  
Overrides: 
getMainUIDescriptor in class sorcer.core.provider.ServiceProvider 
See Also: 
sorcer.core.Provider#getMainUIDescriptor() 

 
 
public static net.jini.lookup.entry.UIDescriptor getUIDescriptor() 
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sorcer.sensorcer.provider  
Class CompositeSensor 

java.lang.Object 
  sorcer.core.provider.ServiceExerter 
      sorcer.core.provider.ServiceProvider 
          sorcer.sensorcer.provider.CompositeSensor 
 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

com.sun.jini.admin.DestroyAdmin, com.sun.jini.start.LifeCycle, Remote, 
EventListener, net.jini.admin.Administrable, net.jini.admin.JoinAdmin, 
net.jini.core.constraint.RemoteMethodControl, net.jini.export.ProxyAccessor, 
net.jini.id.ReferentUuid, net.jini.lookup.ServiceIDListener, 
net.jini.security.proxytrust.ServerProxyTrust, 
sorcer.core.AdministratableProvider, sorcer.core.Monitorable, 
sorcer.core.Provider, sorcer.core.provider.proxy.Outer, 
sorcer.core.provider.proxy.Partner, sorcer.core.provider.proxy.Partnership, 
sorcer.core.SORCER, Sensor, SensorcerConstants, sorcer.service.Servicer 

 
 
public class CompositeSensor 
extends sorcer.core.provider.ServiceProvider 
implements Sensor, sorcer.core.SORCER, SensorcerConstants 

This is composite sensor service provider. This class helps build the logical sensor 
network. It acts as the central node in the formed sensor subnet. 

 

      Methods inherited from class sorcer.core.provider.ServiceProvider 
addLookupAttributes, addLookupGroups, addLookupLocators, destroy, getAdmin, 
getConstraints, getGrants, getInner, getLookupAttributes, getLookupGroups, 
getLookupLocators, getProxy, getProxyVerifier, getServiceComponents, 
getServiceProxy, getServiceUIEntries, getUIDescriptor, grant, grantSupported, init, 
modifyLookupAttributes, removeLookupGroups, removeLookupLocators, setAdmin, 
setConstraints, setInner, setLookupGroups, setLookupLocators, setServiceComponents, 
toString, unregister 
   
Methods inherited from class sorcer.core.provider.ServiceExerter 
doJob, dropJob, dropTask, fireEvent, getAttributes, getDelegate, getDescription, 
getGroups, getInfo, getLeastSignificantBits, getMethodContexts, 
getMostSignificantBits, getProperty, getProperty, getProviderID, getProviderName, 
getReferentUuid, getScratchDirectory, getScratchURL, hangup, init, init, init, 
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invokeMethod, invokeMethod, isActive, isValidMethod, isValidTask, 
loadConfiguration, notifyException, notifyException, notifyExceptionWithStackTrace, 
notifyFailure, notifyFailure, notifyInformation, notifyWarning, processJob, quit, 
removeScratchDirectory, restore, resume, service, service, service0, serviceIDNotify, 
startTiming, step, stop, stopTiming, suspend, update, updatePolicy 
   
  Methods inherited from interface sorcer.core.Provider 
fireEvent, getAttributes, getDelegate, getDescription, getGroups, getInfo, 
getMethodContexts, getProperty, getProviderID, getProviderName, init, init, 
invokeMethod, invokeMethod, isValidMethod, isValidTask, notifyException, 
notifyException, notifyExceptionWithStackTrace, notifyFailure, notifyFailure, 
notifyInformation, notifyWarning, restore, startTiming, stopTiming, update, 
updatePolicy 

Methods inherited from interface sorcer.service.Servicer 
service 
   
Methods inherited from interface sorcer.core.Monitorable 
resume, step, stop, suspend 
   
Methods inherited from interface sorcer.service.Servicer 
service 
   
Constructor Detail 
 
public CompositeSensor(String[] args, 
                       com.sun.jini.start.LifeCycle lifeCycle) 
                throws Exception 

Constructs an instance of the SenSORCER composite sensor provider 
implementing Sensor. This constructor is required by Jini 2 life cycle 
management.  
Parameters: 
args -  
lifeCycle -  
Throws:  
Exception 
 

Method Detail 
 
public sorcer.service.Context getData(sorcer.service.Context context) 
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                               throws RemoteException 
This method gets value from sensor  
Specified by: 
getData in interface Sensor 
Parameters: 
context - input context for this operation  
Returns: 
an output service context  
Throws:  
RemoteException 

 
 
public void setComputeExpression(sorcer.service.Context context) 
                          throws RemoteException 

This Method sets the expression to be evaluated by Composite Service Provider  
Specified by: 
setComputeExpression in interface Sensor 
Throws:  
RemoteException 

 
 
public sorcer.service.Context getSensorInfo(sorcer.service.Context context) 
                                     throws RemoteException 

This method gets sensor service information  
Specified by: 
getSensorInfo in interface Sensor 
Parameters: 
context - input context for this operation  
Returns: 
an output service context  
Throws:  
RemoteException 

 
 
public void setServiceInfo(sorcer.service.Context context) 

Sets the contained services values  
Specified by: 
setServiceInfo in interface Sensor 
Parameters: 
context - service requester fills this object with required arguments 

 
 
public double evaluate(List<SensorValue> values, String expression) 

This method evaluates expression provided using groovy shell  
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Parameters: 
values - values to be used in expression variables 
expression - expression to be evaluated  
Returns: 
evaluated result 

 
 
public net.jini.lookup.entry.UIDescriptor getMainUIDescriptor() 

Returns a service UI descriptor for a service.  
Overrides: 
getMainUIDescriptor in class sorcer.core.provider.ServiceProvider 

 

sorcer.sensorcer.provider  
Class SensorcerFacade 

java.lang.Object 
  sorcer.core.provider.ServiceExerter 
      sorcer.core.provider.ServiceProvider 
          sorcer.sensorcer.provider.SensorcerFacade 
 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

com.sun.jini.admin.DestroyAdmin, com.sun.jini.start.LifeCycle, Remote, 
EventListener, net.jini.admin.Administrable, net.jini.admin.JoinAdmin, 
net.jini.core.constraint.RemoteMethodControl, net.jini.export.ProxyAccessor, 
net.jini.id.ReferentUuid, net.jini.lookup.ServiceIDListener, 
net.jini.security.proxytrust.ServerProxyTrust, 
sorcer.core.AdministratableProvider, sorcer.core.Monitorable, 
sorcer.core.Provider, sorcer.core.provider.proxy.Outer, 
sorcer.core.provider.proxy.Partner, sorcer.core.provider.proxy.Partnership, 
sorcer.core.SORCER, Sensorcer, SensorcerConstants, sorcer.service.Servicer 

 
 
public class SensorcerFacade 
extends sorcer.core.provider.ServiceProvider 
implements Sensorcer, sorcer.core.SORCER, SensorcerConstants 

This is the facade of the SenSORCER system. This provider has the user interface 
attached to it. 

 

Methods inherited from class sorcer.core.provider.ServiceProvider 
addLookupAttributes, addLookupGroups, addLookupLocators, destroy, getAdmin, 
getConstraints, getGrants, getInner, getLookupAttributes, getLookupGroups, 
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getLookupLocators, getProxy, getProxyVerifier, getServiceComponents, 
getServiceProxy, getServiceUIEntries, grant, grantSupported, init, 
modifyLookupAttributes, removeLookupGroups, removeLookupLocators, setAdmin, 
setConstraints, setInner, setLookupGroups, setLookupLocators, setServiceComponents, 
toString, unregister 
   
   
Methods inherited from interface sorcer.core.Provider 
fireEvent, getAttributes, getDelegate, getDescription, getGroups, getInfo, 
getMethodContexts, getProperty, getProviderID, getProviderName, init, init, 
invokeMethod, invokeMethod, isValidMethod, isValidTask, notifyException, 
notifyException, notifyExceptionWithStackTrace, notifyFailure, notifyFailure, 
notifyInformation, notifyWarning, restore, startTiming, stopTiming, update, 
updatePolicy 
   
Methods inherited from interface sorcer.service.Servicer 
service 
   
Methods inherited from interface sorcer.core.Monitorable 
resume, step, stop, suspend 
   
Methods inherited from interface sorcer.service.Servicer 
service 
   
Constructor Detail 
 
public SensorcerFacade(String[] args,  
                       com.sun.jini.start.LifeCycle lifeCycle) throws Exception 

Constructs an instance of the SenSORCER Facade providing user interface. Jini 2 
life cycle management requires this constructor.  
Parameters: 
args -  
lifeCycle -  
Throws:  
Exception 
 

Method Detail 
 
public void createCompositeProvider(sorcer.service.Context context) 
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                             throws RemoteException 
This method helps in creating new CSP using network manager  
Specified by: 
createCompositeProvider in interface Sensorcer 
 
Parameters: 
context - is the Context provided by the Service Requestor  
Throws:  
RemoteException 

 
 
public void formLogicaNetwork(sorcer.service.Context context) 
                       throws RemoteException 

This method helps in forming a logical network with composite service provider  
Specified by: 
formLogicaNetwork in interface Sensorcer 
Parameters: 
context - is the Context provided by the Service Requester  
Throws:  
RemoteException 

 
 
public sorcer.service.Context getSensorServices(sorcer.service.Context context) 
                                         throws RemoteException 

This method returns the names and service IDs of the available Sensor Services in 
the network.  
Specified by: 
getSensorServices in interface Sensorcer 
Parameters: 
context - is the Context provided by the Service Requester  
Returns: 
names and services IDs of available sensor services inside Context object  
Throws:  
RemoteException 

 
 
public net.jini.lookup.entry.UIDescriptor getMainUIDescriptor() 

Returns a service UI descriptor for a SenSORCER UI.  
Overrides: 
getMainUIDescriptor in class sorcer.core.provider.ServiceProvider 

 
 
public static net.jini.lookup.entry.UIDescriptor getUIDescriptor() 
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B.3 Package “sorcer.sensorcer.sensorbrowser” 

 

sorcer.sensorcer.sensorbrowser  
Class AddExpressionView 

java.lang.Object 
  java.awt.Component 
      java.awt.Container 
          javax.swing.JComponent 
              javax.swing.JPanel 
                  sorcer.sensorcer.sensorbrowser.AddExpressionView 
 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

ImageObserver, MenuContainer, Serializable, Observer, Accessible, 
SensorcerConstants 

 

public class AddExpressionView 
extends JPanel 
implements Observer, SensorcerConstants 

This class is one of the observers of SensorModel, which presents view for setting 
compute expression with composite sensor service.  

 

Constructor Detail 

 
public AddExpressionView(Observable o) 
 
Method Detail 

 
public void update(Observable o, Object arg) 

This method updates the AddExpressionview with SensorModel changes  
Specified by: 
update in interface Observer 
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Parameters: 
o - SensorModel object 
arg - change status message 

 

public final CompositeServiceRep getServiceInFocus() 
Returns main composite service object in expression setting context  
Returns: 
Composite service object 

 
 
public void setServiceInFocus(SensorServiceRep cService) 

Sets the current service in focus  
 

public final JButton getFinishExpressionButton() 
Returns the finish button object  
Returns: 
finishButton object 

 
public JTextField getTextField() 

This method presents the text field for input expression  
Returns: 
Text field object for input 

 
public void setExpressionInfo() 

This method set the expression info  

 
sorcer.sensorcer.sensorbrowser  
Class CreateCompositeView 

java.lang.Object 
  java.awt.Component 
      java.awt.Container 
          javax.swing.JComponent 
              javax.swing.JPanel 
                  sorcer.sensorcer.sensorbrowser.CreateCompositeView 
 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

ImageObserver, MenuContainer, Serializable, Observer, Accessible 
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public class CreateCompositeView 
extends JPanel 
implements Observer 

This class is one of the observer of SensorModel, which provides composite provider 
creation view display 

 

Method Detail 
 
public void update(Observable arg0, Object arg1) 

This method updates the CreateCompositeview with SensorModel changes  
Specified by: 
update in interface Observer 
Parameters: 
arg0 - SensorModel object 
arg1 - change status message 

 
 
public final JButton getCreateCompositeButton() 

Returns the composite button object  
Returns: 
createCompsoiteButton object 

 
 
public void initScreen() 

This method initializes the create composite view  
 

 
public final String getText() 

This method returns the input expression string  
Returns: 
Input expression 

 
 
public void setText(String str) 

This method sets the createCompositeInfo  
Parameters: 
str - information to set 
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sorcer.sensorcer.sensorbrowser  
Class SensorBrowser 

java.lang.Object 
  java.awt.Component 
      java.awt.Container 
          javax.swing.JComponent 
              javax.swing.JPanel 
                  sorcer.sensorcer.sensorbrowser.SensorBrowser 
 
 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

ImageObserver, MenuContainer, Serializable, Accessible 
 

public class SensorBrowser 
extends JPanel 

This is the Sensor Browser, which allows the interaction with the SenSORCER System. 
It is attached with Sensorcer facade service.

 

Constructor Detail 
 
public SensorBrowser(Object obj) 
 
Method Detail 
 
private void createUI() 

This method creates the sensor browser interface 
 

sorcer.sensorcer.sensorbrowser  
Class SensorContentView 

java.lang.Object 
  sorcer.sensorcer.sensorbrowser.SensorContentView 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

Observer, SensorcerConstants 
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public class SensorContentView 
extends Object 
implements Observer, SensorcerConstants 

This class is one of the observers of SensorModel, which manages the sensor content 
view

 

Constructor Detail 
 
public SensorContentView(Observable o) 

 
Method Detail 
 
public void setServiceInFocus(SensorServiceRep sService) 

This method sets the sensor service whose contents to be displayed  
Parameters: 
sService - - Service to assign, typically sent from SensorController 

 
 
public void initScreen() 

Initializes the Panes, Labels for the view  
 

 
public void update(Observable o, 
                   Object arg) 

Updates the SensorContent view  
Specified by: 
update in interface Observer 
Parameters: 
o - system's model which hold the data of the system 
arg - what aspect of Sensor Model changed 

 
 
public void displaySensorInfo() 

This method displays sensor information  
 

 
public JScrollPane getPane() 

Returns the scrollPane object  
Returns: 
Scroll pane 
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public JSplitPane getRightSplitPane() 
Returns the private serviceInfo object  
 
Returns: 
Handle to the serviceInfo object 

 
 
public SensorServiceRep getServiceInFocus() 

Returns the service in focus for the user  
Returns: 
Service in focus for the user 

 

sorcer.sensorcer.sensorbrowser  
Class SensorController 

java.lang.Object 
  java.awt.Component 
      java.awt.Container 
          javax.swing.JComponent 
              javax.swing.JPanel 
                  sorcer.sensorcer.sensorbrowser.SensorController 
 
 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

ImageObserver, MenuContainer, Serializable, Accessible, SensorcerConstants 
 

public class SensorController 
extends JPanel 
implements SensorcerConstants 

This class is the controller of the SensorBrowser. It provides the mapping between 
SensorModel and SensorView. 

 

 Constructor Detail 
 
public SensorController(SensorModel model,               
SensorControllerRemote sController) 
 
Method Detail 
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public JPanel getButtonPanel() 
Returns the button pane  
Returns: 
Button pane associated with buttons 

 
 
public JSplitPane getSplitPane() 

Returns the split pane  
Returns: 
Split pane object instance 

 

sorcer.sensorcer.sensorbrowser  
Class SensorControllerRemote 

java.lang.Object 
  sorcer.sensorcer.sensorbrowser.SensorControllerRemote 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

net.jini.lookup.ServiceDiscoveryListener, SensorcerConstants 
 

 
public class SensorControllerRemote 
extends Object 
implements net.jini.lookup.ServiceDiscoveryListener, SensorcerConstants 

This class is useful for calling methods on Sensorcer Facade and on Sensor Services It 
fills the SensorModel Object getting the data from the network.

 

 Field Detail 
 
public boolean getListFlag 
 
Constructor Detail 
 
public SensorControllerRemote(Object obj,  SensorModel tmodel) 
 
Method Detail 
 
public void createCompositeProvider() 

This method helps calling the createCompositeProvider method with composite 
Service Provider  
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public void formLogicaNetwork() 
This method makes use of createCompositeProvider to form a logical network  

 
 
public void getSensorServices() 

This method facilitates, getting all the sensor services available in the network. It 
helps in making call to the SensorFacade for providing this facility.  

 
public void getData() 

This method facilitates calling getData() method of the Sensor provider  
 

 
public void setComputeExpression(String expression) 

This method helps setting the computing expression with composite service 
provider with this method; browser can reflect the expression details to composite 
service  

 
 
public void getProvisionedServiceInfo(SensorServiceRep pService) 

This method gets the newly created service information and updates the sensor 
browser  
Parameters: 
pService - information to be updated about the service 

 
 
public void serviceAdded(net.jini.lookup.ServiceDiscoveryEvent anEvent) 

ServiceDiscoveryListener method called when the new service appears onto the 
network and first time updated into the lookup cache  
Specified by: 
serviceAdded in interface net.jini.lookup.ServiceDiscoveryListener 

 
 
public void serviceChanged(net.jini.lookup.ServiceDiscoveryEvent anEvent) 

This call-back method is called when some service info is changed  
Specified by: 
serviceChanged in interface net.jini.lookup.ServiceDiscoveryListener 

 
 
public void serviceRemoved(net.jini.lookup.ServiceDiscoveryEvent anEvent) 

This call-back method is called when some service is removed from the network 
and lookup cache is updated accordingly  
Specified by: 
serviceRemoved in interface net.jini.lookup.ServiceDiscoveryListener 
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sorcer.sensorcer.sensorbrowser  
Class SensorModel 

java.lang.Object 
  java.util.Observable 
      sorcer.sensorcer.sensorbrowser.SensorModel 
 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

SensorcerConstants 
 

 
public class SensorModel 
extends Observable 
implements SensorcerConstants 

This is the where the whole data of the SenSORCER system is placed. There is only one 
instance of the class throughout the SensorBrowser 

 

Method Detail 
 
public static SensorModel createInstance() 

this method insures that there is only one instance of SensorModel is available 
through out the SensorBrowser  
Returns: 
static instance of the SensorModel 

 
 
public final HashMap<net.jini.core.lookup.ServiceID,SensorServiceRep> 
getServicesInfo() 

Getter method for Sensor Model  
Returns: 
sensor Services 

 
 
public final Vector<SensorServiceRep> getAllServices() 

Getter method for Sensor List  
Returns: 
Sensor Service List 

 
 
public void setServicesInfo(Vector<SensorServiceRep> data) 

Setter method for Sensor Model  
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Parameters: 
data - - SensorService array which is to be modified 

 
 
public void setServiceInFocus(SensorServiceRep sService) 

This method sets the current service in focus for the user sServic is Service is 
Focus  

 
 
public final SensorServiceRep getServiceInFocus() 

This method returns the current service in focus of the user  
Returns: 
Service in focus for the User at any instance of time 

 
public void setSensorValue(SensorValue sValue) 

This method sets the value obtained from the sensor service  
Parameters: 
sValue - value obtained from sensor service 

 
 
public void clear() 

Clears the data part of SensorModel  
 

 
public void addService(SensorServiceRep aService) 

This method adds the newly created service to the model  
Parameters: 
aService - representational object of the service to be added 
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B.4 Package “sorcer.sensorcer.util” 

 

sorcer.sensorcer.util  
Interface SensorcerConstants 

All Known Implementing Classes:  
AddExpressionView, ComposeServiceView, SensorcerFacade, 
SensorContentView, SensorController, SensorControllerRemote, 
SensorListView, SensorModel, SensorNetworkManager 

 
public interface SensorcerConstants 

This class provides the constants needed in SenSORCER. These constants are used 
throughout the implementation.

 

  Field Summary 
static String DATA_CLEAR  

          When the model data is cleared, SensorModel sends this message 

static String OPSTRING_FILE  
          The operational string config file property 

static String PROVIDER_CONFIG_FILE  
          Provider configuration file property name 

static String PROVIDER_JINI_CONFIG_NAME  
          provider configuration jini starter name( Check file configs/sensor-
prv.config ) 

static String SENSOR_EXPRESSION  
          When Requestor puts expression value it uses this constant; On 
Service side Composite Service Makes use of this Constant to retrieve 
expression value 

static String SENSOR_INTERFACE  
          Sensor Interface Name 

static String SENSOR_PROBE_INTERFACE  
          Sensor Probe Interface Name 

static String SENSOR_SERVICE  
          This constant is used by clients while putting the service information 
in the context object while making a the getSensorServiceProxy() call. 

static String SENSOR_SERVICES  
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          This constant is used by Sensor services while putting the services 
information in the context object while responding to the 
getSensorServices() call from client. 

static String SENSOR_TYPE  
          This constant is used by Sensor Services while putting the sensor 
type information in the context object, while sending back the result to the 
requester. 

static String SENSOR_VALUE  
          When Sensor Service puts value in to the context object it uses this 
constant 

static String SENSORCER_INTERFACE  
          Sensorcer Interface Name 

static String SERVICE_ADDED  
          SensorModel uses this message, when the new service gets added 

static String SERVICE_ID  
          When Service Requestor puts values of type ServiceID in Context 
object it uses this constant 

static String SET_SERVICE_DATA  
          When the data from a sensor service is available SensorModel 
Makes use of this Message String. 

static String SET_SERVICE_INFOCUS  
          This constant is used by SensorModel while notifying Observers that 
the Service In Focus been set, (Service in focus is the service currently 
user is viewing and making modifications. 

static String SET_SERVICES_INFO  
          This constant is used by SensorModel while notifying Observers that 
the Sensor information has been set, The Observers in response check if 
the information is intended for the using this constant 

  
 

sorcer.sensorcer.util  
Class CompositeSensorValue 

java.lang.Object 
  sorcer.sensorcer.util.SensorValue 
      sorcer.sensorcer.util.CompositeSensorValue 
 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

Serializable 
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public class CompositeSensorValue 
extends SensorValue 

This class represents the composite sensor value, which is filled by composite sensor 
service. 

 

Field Detail 
 
public final List<SensorValue> values 
 
Constructor Detail 
 
public CompositeSensorValue(String sName, double dValue,                        
      List<SensorValue> values) 

 

sorcer.sensorcer.util  
Class CompositeServiceRep 

java.lang.Object 
  sorcer.sensorcer.util.SensorServiceRep 
      sorcer.sensorcer.util.CompositeServiceRep 
 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

Serializable 
 

 
public class CompositeServiceRep 
extends SensorServiceRep 

This class provides the representation of composite service in local sensor browser. All 
the manipulations are done with this class's object first and then are synchronized with 
actual Composite Sensor Provider. 

 

Fields inherited from class sorcer.sensorcer.util.SensorServiceRep 
sensorServiceItem, sensorType, serviceID, serviceName 
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Methods inherited from class sorcer.sensorcer.util.SensorServiceRep 
getSensorType, getServiceID, getServiceItem, getServiceName, getValue, setValue, 
toString 
   
 Constructor Detail 
 
public CompositeServiceRep() 
 
Method Detail 
 
public Vector<net.jini.core.lookup.ServiceID> getContainedServices() 

Returns the contained services inside Composite Service List  
Returns: 
contained services 

 
 
public void setContainedServices(Vector<net.jini.core.lookup.ServiceID> serviceIds) 

Sets the contained services in local representational object  
Parameters: 
serviceIds - ids of services to be added 

 
 
public String getComputeExpression() 

Returns the compute Expression  
Returns: 
Computed expression 

 
 
public void setComputeExpression(String texpression) 

Sets the compute Expression  
Parameters: 
texpression - expression to be computed 

 

sorcer.sensorcer.util  
Class ElementarySensorValue 

java.lang.Object 
  sorcer.sensorcer.util.SensorValue 
      sorcer.sensorcer.util.ElementarySensorValue 
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All Implemented Interfaces:  
Serializable 

 
public class ElementarySensorValue 
extends SensorValue 

This class represents the elementary sensor value, which is filled by elementary sensor 
service. 

 

Field Summary 
   
Fields inherited from class sorcer.sensorcer.util.SensorValue 
serviceName, value 
   
  Constructor Detail 
 
public ElementarySensorValue(String sName,  double tvalue) 

 

sorcer.sensorcer.util  
Class ElementaryServiceRep 

java.lang.Object 
  sorcer.sensorcer.util.SensorServiceRep 
      sorcer.sensorcer.util.ElementaryServiceRep 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

Serializable 
 

public class ElementaryServiceRep 
extends SensorServiceRep 

This class provides the representation of elementary service in local sensor browser. All 
the manipulations are done with this class's object first and then are synchronized with 
actual Elementary Sensor Provider.  

 
Field Summary 
   
Fields inherited from class sorcer.sensorcer.util.SensorServiceRep 
sensorServiceItem, sensorType, serviceID, serviceName 
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  Method Summary 
   
Methods inherited from class sorcer.sensorcer.util.SensorServiceRep 
getSensorType, getServiceID, getServiceItem, getServiceName, getValue, setValue, 
toString 
   
Constructor Detail 
 
public ElementaryServiceRep() 

 

sorcer.sensorcer.util  
Class SensorServiceProvisioner 

java.lang.Object 
  sorcer.sensorcer.util.SensorServiceProvisioner 

 
public class SensorServiceProvisioner 
extends Object 

This class is useful in provisioning the sensor service on to the cybernode  

 
 
Constructor Detail 
 
public SensorServiceProvisioner() 
                         throws Exception 
Throws:  

Exception 
 

Method Detail 
 
public void provision(String args) 
               throws Exception 

This method takes the xml file name as the parameter and provisions the service 
based on the operation string available in the file.  
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Parameters: 
args - operational string file name  
 
Throws:  
Exception 

 
 
public org.rioproject.monitor.ProvisionMonitor getProvisioner() 

This method returns the ProvisionMonitor proxy object to communicate with the 
Monitor Service  
Returns: 
ProvisionMonitor instance 

 

sorcer.sensorcer.util  
Class SensorServiceRep 

java.lang.Object 
  sorcer.sensorcer.util.SensorServiceRep 
 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

Serializable 
 

Direct Known Subclasses:  
CompositeServiceRep, ElementaryServiceRep 

 
 
public class SensorServiceRep 
extends Object 
implements Serializable 

Local sensor service representation class inside SensorBrowser. This class helps keep 
track of changes made to the Elementary and Composite Sensor Providers through 
SensorBrowser. It contains the Proxy Object of the actual sensor to communicate with the 
sensor service there is one-to-one mapping between the sensor services on the network 
and SensorServiceRep type objects 

 

Constructor Detail 
public SensorServiceRep() 
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Method Detail 
 
public final SensorcerConstants.SensorType getSensorType() 

Returns sensor service type  
 
Returns: 
type of sensor service 

 
 
public final String getServiceName() 

Returns service name  
Returns: 
service name 

 
 
public final net.jini.core.lookup.ServiceID getServiceID() 

Returns service ID  
Returns: 
serviceID associated with the service provider 

 
 
public final net.jini.core.lookup.ServiceItem getServiceItem() 

Returns ServiceItem  
Returns: 
service item 

 
 
public String toString() 

This method is useful when inserting the SensorServiceRep objects into the JList. 
The JList while inserting makes use of toString method of the Object to be 
inserted and then cell rendered displays the string value inside the container.  
Overrides: 
toString in class Object 
Returns: 
name of the Service 

 
 
public SensorValue getValue() 

Gets sensor value  
Returns: 
sensor value inside the representational object 
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public void setValue(SensorValue tvalue) 
Sets the sensor value  
Parameters: 
tvalue - sensor value 

 

sorcer.sensorcer.util  
Class SensorValue 

java.lang.Object 
  sorcer.sensorcer.util.SensorValue 
 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

Serializable 
 

Direct Known Subclasses:  
CompositeSensorValue, ElementarySensorValue 

 
 
public class SensorValue 
extends Object 
implements Serializable 

This class represents the sensor value read from the sensor. The Sensor Probe makes use 
of this class as well as all the sensor values are represented by this object SensorBrower.

 

Constructor Detail 
 
public SensorValue(String sName, double tvalue) 

 

sorcer.sensorcer.util  
Class ServiceRequestor 

java.lang.Object 
  sorcer.sensorcer.util.ServiceRequestor 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

sorcer.core.SORCER 
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public class ServiceRequestor 
extends Object 
implements sorcer.core.SORCER 

Calling the methods on the Remote service and getting the result are the two important 
responsibilities of this class.  

 
  Constructor Detail 
 
public ServiceRequestor(Object obj, String tmethod,  String tinterface) 
 
Method Detail 
 
public sorcer.util.IndexedContext 
createServiceContext(sorcer.util.IndexedContext tContext) 
                                                throws Exception 

Creates service Context  
Returns: 
indexed context  
Throws:  
Exception 

 
 
public sorcer.core.exertion.ServiceTask 
exectuteTask(sorcer.util.IndexedContext context) 

This method executes the task using specified method passing context as a 
parameter to it  
Parameters: 
context - indexed context  
Returns: 
service task 

 
 
public sorcer.service.Servicer getProvider() 

Returns provider object  
Returns: 
provider object 
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sorcer.sensorcer.util  
Enum SensorcerConstants.SensorType 

java.lang.Object 
  java.lang.Enum<SensorcerConstants.SensorType> 
      sorcer.sensorcer.util.SensorcerConstants.SensorType 
 
All Implemented Interfaces:  

Serializable, Comparable<SensorcerConstants.SensorType> 
Enclosing interface: 

SensorcerConstants 
 

 
public static enum SensorcerConstants.SensorType 
extends Enum<SensorcerConstants.SensorType> 

SensorType has only two values, COMPOSITE for composite sensor providers and 
ELEMENTARY for elementary sensor providers

 

  Enum Constant Detail 
 
public static final SensorcerConstants.SensorType ELEMENTARY 

 
 
public static final SensorcerConstants.SensorType COMPOSITE 
 
Method Detail 
 
public static final SensorcerConstants.SensorType[] values() 

Returns an array containing the constants of this enum type, in the order they are 
declared. This method may be used to iterate over the constants as follows:  
for (SensorcerConstants.SensorType c : SensorcerConstants.SensorType.values()) 
        System.out.println(c); 
Returns: 
An array containing the constants of this enum type, in the order they are declared 

 
 
public static SensorcerConstants.SensorType valueOf(String name) 

Returns the enum constant SensorType with the specified name. The string must 
match exactly an identifier used to declare an enum constant in this type. 
(Extraneous whitespace characters are not permitted.)  
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Parameters: 
name - the name of the enum constant to be returned.  
Returns: 
the enum constant with the specified name  
Throws:  
IllegalArgumentException - if this enum type has no constant with the specified 
name 
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COLOPHON 
 

This thesis was edited using Microsoft Word 2008 and Vi IMproved 6.2. The 

Appendix B, API specification was generated using javadocs compiler. It was translated 

to standard text using open office writer 3.0. Ant 1.7.1 provided the automation. UML 

diagrams were created using Enterprise Architect. Additional graphics were created using 

The GNU Image Manipulation Program (Gimp 2.6.1) and Preview 4.1.  
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